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ABSTRACT
Qualcomm Wireless Business Solutions (QWBS) provides communication equipment
and services used to track trucking fleets and other capital assets via satellite. Order
fulfillment and inventory management practices in QWBS were non-uniform and
manually intensive. Buyers used their own intuition and rules-of-thumb to decide how
many parts to order and how many parts should be held in stock to buffer against
unexpected demand fluctuations. Non-uniform, manual inventory management practices
resulted in higher inventory levels, lower customer service, and higher operational costs
than can be achieved with uniform, formal management practices. This thesis describes
the design and implementation of an automated inventory management system that
optimizes inventory levels and alleviates manual effort.
Benchmarking was used to show how a similar firm used inventory management
techniques to improve efficiency and reduce costs. Quantitative analysis was used to
develop an inventory management simulator that allowed alternative management
strategies to be tested before implementing changes to the real system. Simulation results
showed that QWBS inventories for fiscal year 2001 (FY01) could have been reduced by
40% had an automated inventory management policy been in place. In addition,
automation would have reduced the manual effort of buyers by about 32%.
Results from the simulator motivated the formation of the Automated Inventory Manager
(AIM) project team. AIM is designed to automate order fulfillment and inventory
management tasks and allow procurement's human resources to be redirected from low-
level transaction processing tasks to more value-added tasks.
AIM is expected to liberate $700K in working capital and save approximately $240K per
year in ongoing inventory and labor cost reductions, representing a 1-year ROI of 200%.
However, AIM represents only the first step in a recommended cost reduction program to
streamline the fulfillment of customer orders and reduce organizational redundancies.
Thesis Supervisors:
Alvin W. Drake, Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Nelson Repenning, Assistant Professor of Management
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1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Order fulfillment and inventory management practices in Qualcomm's Wireless Business
Solutions (QWBS) division in San Diego, California were non-uniform and manually
intensive. Each procurement employee, generally called a "buyer/planner", used his or
her own intuition and rules-of-thumb to decide how many parts to order, when the parts
should be delivered, and how many parts should be held in stock to buffer against
unexpected demand fluctuations. The reliance on ad-hoc inventory management practices
has increased over the past fiscal year due to a drop in forecast accuracy. Although
purchasing decisions are intended to be based on meeting forecasted demand, as the
forecast accuracy dropped from 90% in fiscal year 2000 (FY00) to approximately 55% in
FY01 I, buyers were increasingly forced to rely on their own intuition when making
inventory decisions. These non-uniform, manual inventory management practices have
resulted in higher inventory levels, lower customer service, and higher operational costs
than can be achieved with uniform, formal management practices.
In the face of uncertain demand projections, the base stock model has been found to be a
useful tool for controlling inventory levels while maintaining a high customer service
level. Based on historical daily demand data, the model determines the quantity of
inventory that is: (1) necessary to meet the average demand requirements until the next
order is placed; and (2) necessary to buffer against demand fluctuations. Although no
inventory management system is perfect and stock-outs are an inevitable part of
procurement, the model is a well-known inventory management tool and has been
applied successfully at multiple LFM partner companies.
This thesis describes the development and implementation of a formalized and automated
procurement system for QWBS, called Automated Inventory Management (AIM), that is
based on the base stock model. The automated system is intended to reduce inventory
levels, improve customer service, and reduce the labor effort associated with ordering and
managing inventory. In addition, the automated system is expected to provide more
consistent ordering patterns, better response to changes in demand, and less fluctuation in
inventory levels. By the end of the first year, the system is expected to produce $240K in
savings, representing a one-year ROI of approximately 200%.
1.1 Qualcomm Wireless Business Solutions Background
QWBS was Qualcomm's first profitable business, and the profits of this division have
underwritten the development of new technologies for wireless communication, such as
CDMA 2. These new innovations are rapidly becoming world-wide standards and placing
Qualcomm in a technological leadership role that will provide a revenue stream for years
to come . QWBS is a division with $350M in annual revenue with operating profit of
Conversation with Dan De Saegher, Manager of Product Forecasting, December 13, 2001. "Forecast
accuracy" refers to how often actual demand matched forecasted demand within acceptable tolerances on a
monthly basis. The large drop in forecast accuracy for FY01 was due to over-optimistic sales forecasts in
the face of falling customer demand, which was caused by the economic recession of 2001.
2 "RF Engineering for CDMA", Qualcomm internal training manual, 1998.
3 "Qualcomm Announces Signing of Commercial License for CDMA Network Products with Huawei
Technologies," Qualcomm press release, November 1, 2001.
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about 20%. Roughly half the revenue is derived from shipments of hardware systems and
half from use of Qualcomm's communication services. Large long-haul trucking
companies, such as Swift, Schneider, and Knight, are typical QWBS customers. With
encouragement from Qualcomm's own sales group, customers have come to expect
same-day shipments of systems and ancillary items from QWBS in order to support their
own unpredictable demand for systems4 5. At this time, QWATBS enjoys a market share of
6675% of US long haul freight transportation . Specifically, 37 of the top 40 truckload
fleets use Qualcomm's system across 32 countries and 4 continents6.
The primary product of QWBS, OmniTRACS, allows customers to track the position of
their trucking fleet and provides 2-way text message communication directly with each
individual truck. Figure 1 depicts an overview of the OmniTRACS system. Each truck
cab is fitted with an Integrated Mobile Communications Terminal (IMCT) that
communicates with the Qualcomm Network Management Center (NMC) via satellites
operated by a third party. The customer's fleet management operation can communicate
with the NMC through a variety of landline connections, including phone lines, T- 1 lines,
VPN (virtual private network), etc., depending on required communication bandwidth.
Fi .OmniT C y e tie
QUALCOMWe
Notwor Management
Centor (NMC} ",I
0mn1TR ACS*
Mob e Communtestions Unit
Figure 1. OmniTRACS System OvervieW7.
The OmniTRACS system is an integral part of customer operations. Trucking companies
use the system along with third party software to optimize the dispatch and movement of
trucks. and help their own customers squeeze efficiencies from their supply chains8 .
4Interview with Manny Ghatwai, QWBS Senior Application Engineer, October 4, 2001.
Interview with inventory manager at Swift service center, October 4, 2001.
6 QWBS external customer presentation, 2001.
7 Image taken from "Fleet Management Solutions for LTL Carriers", QWBS presentation, May 2001.
8 Diamond, David, "The Trucker and the Professor," in Wired, December 2001, pp. 164-173. This article
gives a great description of the use of Qualcomm's systems in the field.
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Customers such as Swift also use the system to monitor individual driver and vehicle
performance metrics, such as average speed, over maximum speed, and idle time. The
data is used to provide incentive to drivers to adhere to optimal driving guidelines9 . In
addition, Swift uses the system to provide its own customers (Sears, Denny's, Procter and
10Gamble) with information on the location of their shipments and expected arrival times
Indeed, OmniTRACS has become such an indispensable part of customer's operations
that, as the Director of MIS at Swift explained, "When the Qualcomm system goes down,
our operations are severely crippled."".
1.2 Manufactured Products
An OmniTRACS system includes both manufactured and ancillary parts packed into a
single box, called a master pack, which includes everything needed to install a system on
a truck cab. Appendix A describes how a master pack is assembled from manufactured
and ancillary components. An OmniTRACS system consists of two main items, as shown
in Figure 2. The Antenna Communications Unit (ACU) is manufactured by Qualcomm's
San Diego facility and is generally mounted on the back of the truck cab. The Display
Unit (DU) is placed inside the truck cab and is used by the driver to exchange messages
with the dispatch operators. An optional Enhanced Display Unit (EDU) can be used in
place of the DU for added functionality. The DU and EDU are manufactured by another
vendor and purchased by QWBS.
Figure 2. OmniTRACS Product2.
9 Conversation with Frankie McCray, Transcontinental Planner, Swift Transportation Corp., October 4,
2001.
1O Conversation with Ashley Carlson, Director of National Accounts Customer Service, Swift
Transportation Corp., October 4, 2001.
" Conversation with Larry Danley, Directory of MIS, Swift Transporation Corp., October 4, 2001.
2 Image taken from "Fleet Management Solutions for LTL Carriers", QWBS presentation, May 2001.
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QWBS generally ships about 60,000 systems per year13 . QWBS considers itself a
medium volume, medium mix environment". Manufacturing is driven by an MRP
system that is based on forecasts generated by sales targets from the sales group. As a
result of the data source, forecasts are generally optimistic.
1.3 Ancillary Products
Systems are shipped as part of a master pack that includes ancillary items, such as cables,
mounting brackets, and display units. For example, Figure 3 shows a kanban bin that
contains ancillary cable kits for connecting the ACU to the DU. Ancillary items have two
sources of demand: (1) master packs for new installations; and (2) replacements for
previous installations. The expected demand for some of the items that are included in
master packs is forecasted, but the demand for most items is highly unpredictable and
cannot be accurately forecasted.
15Figure 3. Kanban bin of ancillary cable kits
There are approximately 428 active ancillary items ("active" means at least one order in
the past year) and about 25 active suppliers. About 42% of the total active parts are buy-
to-order (BTO), meaning that no inventory is held for these parts. BTO parts accounted
for 5% of total dollars shipped in fiscal year 2001 (FY01) and 3% of total line items
shipped. The vast majority of shipments of active ancillary parts are for the other 58%,
for which inventory is held. For FY01, $16.5M (cost) in ancillary shipments were made
with an monthly average ancillary inventory of $1.6M, which represents 10 inventory
4 QWBS Manufacturing Operations report, October 2001.
" McCaffree, A.D., "Qualcomm Supply Chain Webcast Discussion," presentation to MIT LFM webcast
discussion, April 2, 2001.
15 Photo taken in Building X between the inventory racks on December 13, 2001.
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turns per year. Four full-time buyers work in procurement to order and manage ancillary
inventory and make sure shipments can be made to customers. A missing ancillary item
can hold up the shipment of an entire system.
1.4 Project Description and Motivation
As inventories for ancillary items increased by 60% from FY00 to FY01 16 , QWBS
procurement recognized the need to examine the order fulfillment and inventory
management processes. This project was initiated to answer several questions, including,
"What should our inventory level be?"
Before this project, inventory levels were chosen based on intuition and historic levels
rather than scientific analysis. One buyer often joked that he chose his inventory levels
using a Magic 8 Ball1 7 . Figure 4 shows two of the buyers holding the infamous Magic 8
Ball. Although clearly an exaggeration, the Magic 8 Ball illustrated the need to establish
proper targets for inventory levels.
Figure 4. QWBS buyers holding Magic 8 Ball".
Another important question to answer was,
"What is our customer service level?"
Before the project, the only measure of customer service was whether shipments were
sent by the date that was promised to the customer, otherwise known as "ship-to-
commit". Although this is an important measurement, a new metric was needed in order
16 Based on average ancillary inventory levels of $1.0M for FY00 and $1.6M for FY01.
17 Various conversations with Mark Martindale, QWBS Buyer/Planner, June to December, 2001.
'8 Photo of Edna Seggie and Constance Noble, QWBS Buyer/Planners, December 13, 2001.
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to measure if QWBS was actually meeting the customer's original expectation for
delivery.
Once the questions of inventory level and customer service had been answered, the most
important question was,
"Is there a more efficient way to manage inventory?"
Most of the project centered on developing an answer to and implementing a solution for
this question.
Initially, the project focused only on order fulfillment and inventory management for
ancillary parts, with the understanding that any applicable processes would be
implemented for raw parts used by the production floor as well. Appendix B shows a
diagram of the QWBS supply chain and an explanation of which part of the supply chain
was the original focus of the project.
1.5 Project Goals and Priorities
To answer the primary question of how to improve the current inventory management
process, two goals were established for the project:
" Reduce inventory levels; and/or
" Reduce the effort associated with ordering and managing inventory
The top priority for the division is customer service, as customers have come to expect
same-day shipments for most items. For procurement, this means that inventory for
frequently ordered items must be held such that a system or replacement part can be
shipped on the same day it is ordered. It was made clear at the beginning of the project
that a reduction in the current customer service level would be an unacceptable outcome
of the project.
The issue of improvement of the inventory management process is important to QWBS
because reducing inventory or the effort required of the buyers would result in lower
costs. Also, improving customer service would lead to better customer satisfaction and
increased sales. Overall, improving the inventory management process would improve
the competitiveness of QWBS in the marketplace.
1.6 Approach and Methodology
Two approaches were taken to develop improvements for the inventory management
process:
* Benchmarking
* Quantitative Analysis
The first approach was to benchmark QWBS against similar companies to establish the
strengths and weaknesses of the QWBS operational model. In addition, benchmarking
served as a way to gather ideas from other companies that could be possible solutions for
Qualcomm.
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The second approach was to analyze the QWIBS inventory management process by
modeling it and using historic demand data as input. The model was used to test
alternative management strategies before implementing changes to the real system.
Once an improved inventory management process was identified, a pilot program was
implemented to test the system over a period of time. When the pilot program proved
successful, the new system was implemented and tested using IT resources.
1.7 Metrics: Inventory and Customer Service
To measure the success of any new inventory management system that was developed,
two basic metrics were chosen:
" Inventory Level
" Customer Service
Inventory level is an easy metric to measure and ample historic data was available.
However, at the beginning of the project only part of "customer service" was being
measured by QWBS. One of the first outcomes of the project was the implementation of
a new metric called "On-Time to Customer Request". This new metric provides a
measurement of whether QWBS has met the expectation of the customer, in terms of
product shipment, and is considered an accurate measurement of "true" customer service.
Figure 5 illustrates the difference between the original QWBS customer service metric,
called "ship-to-commit", and the new metric, "On-Time to Customer Request", for an
order that is shipped late. For a late order, the ship-to-commit metric only measures
whether QWBS ships by the date promised to the customer. However, the new metric
measures whether QWBS ships by the date that was originally requested by the customer.
Thus, the new metric is a more rigorous measure of customer service.
On-Time to Customer Request
I T
Initial Customer QWBS Actual
Customer Requested Committed Ship Date
Contact Ship Date Ship Date
Time
Figure 5. QWBS customer service metrics for a late order.
Unfortunately, historic data was not available for the new customer service metric.
However, the metric can be estimated based on historic back-order data as described in
Appendix C.
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1.8 Historical Performance of Metrics
Once the metrics had been chosen, one of the first tasks was to develop a picture of what
the performance of these metrics had been in the past in order to understand where
potential improvements could be made. Figure 6 shows how total ancillary shipments and
inventory levels changed over FY00 and FY01. The vertical gridlines mark the end of
fiscal quarters.
Historical Ancillary Shipments and Inventory
$3,000,000 <-FY FY01-
$2,500,000 Demand Spikes at Quarter End
$2,000,000
$1,500,000 -*-Shipped $
-.u- Inventory $
$1,000,000
ssoo,ooo Inventory Trending Upward
Month
Figure 6. Historical ancillary shipments and inventory levels".
One clear trend is that demand generally spikes at the end of the fiscal quarters. These
demand spikes are driven internally by Qualcomm's own sales force as sales
representatives try to meet quarterly sales goals.
Another trend is that ancillary inventory levels are gradually increasing throughout both
fiscal years, with a peak of $2M in ancillary inventory in March and April of 2001.
Anecdotal evidence gathered through many conversations with all ancillary buyers and
with the demand forecast manager indicate that the increase in inventory levels coincided
with a reduction in the accuracy of the demand forecasts. Since buyers generally try to
base purchasing decisions on forecast data, the over-optimistic forecasts in FY01 caused
a steady build-up of inventory for ancillary items. The sharp drop in May of 2001 is due
primarily to cancellation of a new product line that was not meeting expected sales
forecasts . Another reason for the drop was recognition of the general problem of over-
optimistic forecasts and aggressive correction by the buyers.
Figure 7 shows the historic performance of the second metric, customer service level, or
"On-Time to Customer Request". The data points before October 2001 were estimated
19 Data taken from spreadsheets provided by Alison McCaffree, June to December, 2001.
20 Interview with Manny Ghatwai, QWBS Senior Application Engineer, October 4, 2001.
21 Inventory related to the TUTT product were scrapped or resold in May 2001 due to cancellation of the
product line.
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based on historic back-order data (data before January 2000 was not available), while the
last two data points were measured (the new metric wasn't implemented until October of
2001). Over FY00 and FY01 the average customer service level was 93%, meaning that
93 out of every 100 customer orders were shipped on or before the date initially
22
requested by the customer.
Historic Customer Service Level
100% +-FYOO FY01 + Esmad*Meaue
98%
96*%
94%
92%o
-J
90%
88%
86% Average Customer Service 93/
84%
82%
Month
Figure 7. Historic ancillary customer service levels .
Not surprisingly, drops in customer service usually coincide with the end of fiscal
quarters (shown by vertical grid lines). As demand spikes at the end of a quarter,
inventory becomes depleted and the probability of stocking out of any one particular part
increases.
1.9 Previous Work
After establishing the goals and metrics of the project and producing a picture of how
procurement had performed relative to the metrics over the past two years, a search of
previous work was conducted to generate ideas for improving the existing inventory
management processes within QWBS procurement.
Fortunately, a significant quantity of recent research has involved inventory management
and optimization. Much of the LFM field research involving inventory management has
centered on the use of the base stock model 24. The base stock model is derived from
earlier work in the field of queuing theory, which has application in a wide range of other
22 Average customer service was calculated across the total number of orders. Averaging over the months
produces a similar numerical result.
23 Data generated from historic back order data provided by John Anderson, Supervisor of Materials,
October 2001. The back order data was adjusted to get an estimate of customer service level per the
procedure described in the appendix.
24 Graves, S.C., "Inventory Basics," lecture notes from 15.762 Operations Management Models and
Applications, Spring 2001.
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fields such as multi-dimensional computer networks25 ,26 . Optimization of safety stocking
levels2 7 , optimization of the placement of safety stock within the supply chain 2 8 , and
methods for determining how much slow-moving inventory to keep with respect to
holding costs and salvage value 29have also been topics of research that relate to this
project.
The order fulfillment and inventory management process for installation materials
shipped with systems produced by Company Z (code name) was analyzed in detail by
30Jayson Kunzler . Kunzler found that demand forecasting for installation materials was
very inaccurate and that a base stock model worked much better for inventory control and
management in this environment. Inventory reductions of 60% were expected with the
new control system along with significant customer service improvements. The
characteristics of the installation materials used by Company Z are very similar to those
of the ancillary items of QWBS; Kunzler's results are discussed in more detail in later
chapters as part of a benchmark for QWBS.
Similarly, Daniel Wheeler used the safety stock portion of the base stock model to
determine the stocking levels and reorder quantities of components in work cells for
manufacturing mechanical grips at Instron Corporation3 1 . The inventory control system
that Wheeler developed resulted in a 30% reduction in grip inventory over a six-month
period. In situations where demand cannot be accurately forecasted, the base stock model
has often proved very useful.
Toni Albers investigated cyclic demand fluctuations and techniques for demand shaping
at Dell Corporation and found that demand spikes at the end of fiscal quarters were
largely driven internally by Dell's own sales force 32. These demand spikes were found to
be quite expensive in terms of additional costs for overtime and expedited shipping.
Albers' work is used to benchmark the demand patterns faced by QWBS and is discussed
in greater detail in later chapters.
Qualcomm in particular has also been the focus of recent LFM research. Dave Knudsen
improved the testing process for the OmniTRACS family of products and improved the
yield from 88% to 97% . Alison McCaffree documented limits to growth in the product
2 Anderson, J. R. and Abraham, S., "Performance-Based Constraints for Multidimensional Networks,"
IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems, vol. 11, no. 1, pp. 21-35, January 2000.
2 Anderson, J. R., "Multidimensional Network Performance," MS Thesis, Purdue University, West
Lafayette, IN, 1997.
27 Graves, S.C., "Safety Stocks in Manufacturing Systems," Journal of Manufacturing and Operations
Management, 1988, Vol. 1, No. 1, pp. 67-101.
28 Graves, S.C. and Willems, S.P., "Optimizing Strategic Safety Stock Placement in Supply Chains,"
Manufacturing & Service Operations Management, Winter 2000, Vol. 2, No. 1, pp. 68-83.
Rosenfield, D.B., "Disposal of Excess Inventory," Operations Research, 1989, Vol. 37, No. 3, 404-409.
Kunzler, J.S., "Order Fulfillment Model for Medical Equipment Installation Materials," Masters Thesis,
MIT Leaders for Manufacturing Program, May 2001.
3Wheeler, D.H., "Pulling a Job Shop into Supply Chain Management," Masters Thesis, MIT Leaders for
Manufacturing Program, June 2000.
32 Albers, T., "Avoiding The Perils Of Cyclic Growth In Dell's Direct Environment," Masters Thesis, MIT
Leaders for Manufacturing Program, May 2000.
' Knudsen, D.C., "Application of Statistical Quality Control to Improve Yields and Rationalize Testing in
a Low Volume Manufacturing Facility," Masters Thesis, MIT Leaders for Manufacturing Program, June
2001.
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development environment at Qualcomm and recommended training and employee
development regiments to counteract the limitations.3 4
1.10 Overview of Chapters
This section provides a brief overview of the entire thesis. The remainder of the
document describes the central contribution of this project and thesis: the development of
an automated inventory management system for QWBS. The content of each chapter is
summarized below.
Chapter 1 provides an introduction and overview of the project. Background on the
company as well as a description of the primary manufactured and ancillary products is
provided to frame the environment of the project. Project goals, priorities, and
approaches are also discussed, along with the historic performance of the metrics used to
gauge success. A review of previous work related to this project is also provided.
Chapter 2 describes benchmark comparisons between QWABS and a number of other
corporations to evaluate QWBS operations in three areas: demand fluctuations, inventory
holding costs, and inventory management and customer service.
Chapter 3 introduces the theoretical concepts that underlie the quantitative analysis
portion of the project. Development of an inventory management model used to create a
simulator is discussed. The simulator allows different inventory management strategies to
be tested on historical demand data.
Chapter 4 describes a variety of results from the inventory simulator, including an
analysis of how costs could be reduced by implementing formalized inventory
management processes.
Chapter 5 describes the change initiative required to implement an automated inventory
management system. The process of leading the change within the environment of the
QWBS organization is explored.
Chapter 6 summarizes the main conclusions and recommendations of the project in
addition to providing recommendations for future cost savings improvements and
extensions of this work.
14 McCaffree, A.D., "Matching Company Growth to Skill Adaptation Levels," Masters Thesis, MIT
Leaders for Manufacturing Program, May 1999.
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2 BENCHMARK COMPARISONS
Benchmark comparisons of QWBS and a number of other companies were conducted for
two reasons:
* Evaluate QWBS operations relative to other firms
* Generate new ideas on how to improve QWBS operations
Benchmarking was used to try to answer three main questions:
1. Are QWBS demand fluctuations more severe than those experienced by other
manufacturing companies?
2. Are QWBS inventory holding costs in-line with other manufacturing companies?
3. How good is QWBS at managing inventory and providing customer service?
The following three sections describe why each of these three questions is important to
inventory management within QWBS and what was learned from the benchmark
comparisons.
2.1 Demand Fluctuations
As work on formalizing the inventory management processes within QWBS progressed,
early in the project, the question of demand fluctuations and end-of-quarter spikes was
examined. Buyers, schedulers, and managers within the procurement organization as well
as sales administration employees believed that the end-of-quarter spikes and general
demand fluctuations experienced by QWBS were far more severe than those experienced
by most other companies. In addition, QWBS was exploring ways of reducing demand
fluctuations as part of its effort to implement Demand Flow Technology (DFT), a lean
35manufacturing strategy . There was also a concern that these fluctuations may preclude a
formalized or automated inventory management process.
To answer the question of how severe the QWBS demand fluctuations were relative to
other firms and what could be done about it, QWBS quarterly and weekly demand
fluctuations were compared to those of computer shipments at Dell Corporation using
work conducted by Toni Albers during 199936. Dell was selected as a benchmark for
QWBS because Dell is considered an industry leader in supply chain management and
efficient operations. Dell primarily assembles and packages computer systems and related
components that are analogous to QWBS masterpacks. Although Dell employs a build-
to-order business model rather than the build-to-stock model at QWBS, customer demand
fluctuations are not influenced by the particulars of the order fulfillment models, which
allows a comparison to be drawn.
Figure 8 shows a comparison of Dell's monthly customer demand for computer systems
to QWBS monthly demand for ancillary products during QWBS FY00. The vertical
gridlines mark the ends of fiscal quarters. Demand data for both companies has been
3 Costanza, John R., The Quantum Leap in Speed to Market, John Costanza Institute of Technology, Inc.,
3"' edition, 1996.
3 Albers, T., "Avoiding The Perils Of Cyclic Growth In Dell's Direct Environment," Masters Thesis, MIT
Leaders for Manufacturing Program, May 2000.
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normalized and the Dell demand has been shifted ahead by one month to align the fiscal
quarter ends of both companies.
Demand Fluctuation Comparison
1.6 Demand Spikes at Quarter End
1.4
1.2
C&
- .8 -.- QWBS
0.8
z 0.6
0.4
4Similar Monthly Demand Patterns
Similar Magnitude of Fluctuations
0 L
Month *Dell demand shifted by one month QWBS is ancillary only
Figure 8. Dell 37and QWBS Monthly Demand Fluctuation Comparison.
Dell experiences monthly demand fluctuations that are similar in magnitude to those of
QWBS. 38 In addition, Dell also experiences the end-of-quarter demand spikes that plague
inventory management at QWBS. This finding was very important to QWBS as it
convinced the procurement group that their sitatuation was not unique, i.e., that other
companies deal with similar demand patterns.
Weekly demand fluctuations were also examined and are shown in Figure 9 for the third
QWBS fiscal quarter of FY00. Intra-quarter demand fluctuations for QWBS were 2.6x
that of Dell's fluctuations for the sample quarter shown in Figure 9. QVBS experienced a
massive spike in demand from weeks 10 to 13 in the quarter shown. Other fiscal quarters
showed similar demand patterns.
These types of demand fluctuations significantly complicate inventory management
efforts and increase the likelihood of inventory stock-outs and low customer service. Dell
documented a number of negative impacts caused by demand fluctuation and end-of-
quarter demand spikes, including:
1. Lower margins due to extra overtime, shipping costs and surge capacity necessary
to meet spikes.
3 Dell data taken from presentation by Toni Albers, "Avoiding The Perils Of Cyclic Growth In Dell's
Direct Environment," LFM Knowledge Review, January 27, 2000.
38 Within any quarter, Dell's demand fluctuations range from 0.4 (Oct-99 to Dec-99) to 0.7 (Apr-00 to Jun-
00), as shown on the graph. QWBS demand fluctuations range from 0.2 (Oct-99 to Dec-99) to 0.6 (Jul-00
to Sep-00). Dell's fluctuations within a quarter are slightly larger than QWBS but similar in shape and
general magnitude.
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2. Increased risk of missing financial targets when demand occurs so close to the end
of a fiscal cycle.
3. Fluctuations are amplified in the rest of the supply chain, causing higher
component costs.
QWBS manufacturing agreed that these negative impacts are experienced by QWBS as
well 9.
Intra-Quarter Demand Comparison
18%
16% QWBS Intra-Quarter Demand
14% Fluctuation is 2.6x that of Dell
12%
4%4
E
20%
-- Dell
0%
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Week *Weekly QWBS Ancillary demand for Q300
Figure 9. Dell and QWBS Weekly Demand Fluctuation Comparison7 '40.
One of the most important findings at Dell was that the cause of end-of-quarter demand
spikes was Dell's internal sales incentives and culture. Essentially, Dell's own sales force
was creating the demand spikes by waiting until the end of a fiscal cycle to meet sales
quotas and targets.
The situation at QWBS is very similar. Various sales representatives and applications
engineers at QWBS confirmed that end-of-quarter spikes are driven by the sales group
and not by the customers. One application engineer explained how QWBS sales
representatives pull in orders at the end of fiscal quarters to meet sales targets by offering
customers special deals and incentives41. Long-time customers have now been trained to
expect these deals near the end of fiscal quarters. Many in the sales organization agree
that keeping demand more consistent across the entire fiscal quarter was important but
were unable to offer suggestions for shifting demand.
3 Discussion with Steven Bauersfeld, QWBS Senior Director of Manufacturing, during mid-internship
presentation on September 17, 2001.40 "Intra-Quarter" demand refers to demand fluctuations by week within a fiscal quarter. Fiscal quarters are
composed of 13 weeks.
' Interview with Manny Ghatwai, QWBS Senior Application Engineer, October 4, 2001.
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Dell developed demand smoothing programs that revolved around re-adjusting sales
incentives to encourage the sales force to shift sales towards the middle of a fiscal
quarter. In addition, Dell tried to distribute the "pain" of demand fluctuations across the
organization by making the sales group more responsible for demand spikes. Essentially,
Dell was trying to optimize globally across multiple groups rather than optimizing locally
within only the manufacturing group.
This benchmark comparison was a very important result for QWBS and provided an
understanding of how other companies deal with demand fluctuation. Dell's efforts at
combating demand fluctuations were transferred to QWBS and discussions of demand
smoothing for QWBS in the context of DFT are ongoing.
2.2 Inventory Holding Costs
A key piece of information required by this project was the cost of holding inventory.
Any savings associated with any reduction in inventory levels due to improved inventory
management processes could only be measured given knowledge of the cost associated
with holding inventory. Inventory holding cost, sometimes called carrying cost, is
generally expressed as a percent of the cost of the inventory itself42.
During this project, the author along with the manufacturing finance group within QWBS
conducted a study to determine the inventory holding cost. The group found that the total
annual QWBS inventory holding cost is 34% of the cost of the inventory itself43 . Of the
total holding cost, 22% is variable, meaning that as inventory is incrementally increased
or decreased the holding cost changes. Variable cost components include the cost of
capital, insurance, taxes, etc. The remaining 12% is fixed and can only be reduced if all
inventories are eliminated (a complete build-to-order system). Fixed costs include
components such as storage space and employees devoted to cycle counting.
An important component of this study was to benchmark QWBS inventory holding cost
against other manufacturing firms. Table 1 shows a comparison of QWBS holding cost
components to two other manufacturing firms (Instron and Kodak) in addition to results
from a study of manufacturing firms in general. The general comparison column provides
both average holding cost numbers across many firms as well as the general range of
each component.
QWBS capital and housing costs are similar to those of Instron and Kodak and are well
within the range of most manufacturing firms. Material handling and inventory tracking
costs for QWBS are similar to those of most manufacturing firms although data on this
component was not available for Instron and Kodak. Costs associated with obsolescence
and rework were found to be very high at QWBS relative to other firms. This was not
unexpected, as other studies within QWBS have shown that this has been a problem area
for the group for some time.
42 Fearon, H., Dobler, D., and Killen, K., The Purchasing Handbook, Fifth Edition, McGraw Hill, New
York, NY, 1993, pp. 508.
4 Simon, Harry, Anderson, James, and Jhaveri, Priti, "Cost of Holding Inventory," a presentation to QWBS
management on October 12, 2001.
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Table 1. Comparison of QWBS inventory holding cost with other firms.
F General Comparison Specific Examples
Cost Category QWBS Manufacturing Firms"" Instron Kodak"
Capital Costs 14.8% 11% (6% - 24%) 15.0% 14.0%
Housing 7.1% 6% (3% - 10%) 10.0% 5.7%
Material Handling and 4.8% 6% (4% - 8.5%) N.A. N.A.
Inventory Tracking
Pilferage, Scrap, 7.7% 3% (2% - 5%) 5.0% 1.7%
Obsolescence, Rework
Total [34.4% (22% - 34%)[ 26% (15% - 47.5%) T 30.0% 21.4%
In general, the benchmark study showed that all major cost categories associated with
inventory were accounted for, and the holding cost, for the most part, is in-line with other
firms. This benchmark study was integral to this project as extensive use was made of the
variable holding cost number to measure the efficacy of proposed changes to the
inventory management processes within QWBS.
2.3 Inventory Management and Customer Service
QWBS management was particularly interested in comparing its procurement operations
to another similar manufacturing firm. Jayson Kunzler's research at "Company Z", the
code name for one of the largest producers of medical monitoring systems, provided an
excellent benchmark for QWBS inventory management practices 47 . Company Z's
products and operations have very similar characteristics to those of QWBS. When
Company Z's customers order a medical monitoring system, miscellaneous materials
such as mounting brackets, cables, and other ancillary items are required for the complete
system. This is analogous to the ancillary and manufactured items required for a QWBS
masterpack.
A side-by-side comparison of Company Z and QWBS across various operational
statistics for ancillary items is shown in Table 2. The characteristics of the ancillary parts,
such as number of active suppliers, number of items, and lead times, is nearly identical
for both firms. This allows for a fair comparison between the two firms.
In tenrs of organization, QWBS has six times as many sales administration people and
four times as many procurement people dedicated to filling customer orders. The efforts
of these extra people at QWBS are reflected in the higher customer service number for
QWBS. Essentially, QWBS has chosen to guarantee a high level of customer service by
having many employees ready to respond to customer demands. This was substantiated
by conversations with many employees within QWBS procurement who considered the
ability to respond immediately to customer demands one of procurements core strengths.
44 Render and Stair, Quantitative Analysisfor Management, 1997.
45 Wheeler, Tony, "Pulling a Job Shop into Supply Chain Management," Masters Thesis, MIT Leaders for
Manufacturing Program, June 2000.
46 Coughlin, R. Lawrence, "Optimization and Measurement of a World-Wide Supply Chain," Masters
Thesis, MIT Leaders for Manufacturing Program, May 1998.
47 Kunzler, J.S., "Order Fulfillment Model for Medical Equipment Installation Materials," Masters Thesis,
MIT Leaders for Manufacturing Program, May 2001.
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Table 2. Comparison of "Company Z" and QWBS procurement operations.
Company Z"' QWBS
Active Suppliers 30 25
Parts Active Items 400 428
Supplier Lead Times (days) 15 to 100 1 to 110
Organization Sales Admin (people)4 1 6Procurement (people) 1 4
Service Customer Service Level" 70% 93%
Average Inventory $3.OM $1.6M
Inventory Inventory Turns 1.9 10.2
Annual Holding Costs 20% 22%
Items per Buyer 400 107
Utilization/ Suppliers per Buyer 30 6.3
Efficiency Shipment $/Buyer $5.7M/Buyer $4.1M/Buyer
l Inventory $/Buyer $3M/Buyer $0.4M/Buyer
In addition to high customer service, QWBS is able to keep inventory levels roughly five
times lower (10.2 versus 1.9 inventory turns per year). Again this is due to the greater
number of people devoted to micro-managing inventory levels at QWBS.
As expected, utilization and efficiency numbers show that employees at Company Z are
handling many more parts and suppliers than those at QWBS. From the comparison it
became clear that QWBS is quite good at keeping inventory levels low and customer
service levels high, but only through the use of a large amount of human capital.
This benchmark served to indicate that any improvement in inventory management
processes should focus on improving operational efficiency rather than improving
inventory or customer service levels, which are already relatively high. In particular, the
benchmark demonstrated the need to provide employees with better tools that would
allow them to manage a greater number of parts and reduce repetitive tasks.
Another key learning from this benchmark study was that Company Z had chosen to use
a base stock model to manage inventory levels. Company Z found that their MRP/ERP
system was causing excess ancillary inventories due to inaccurate forecasts. The firm
decided to move to a base stock model system to manage inventories and improve
customer service. This was one of the first indications that an inventory management
system predicated on the base stock model might work well for QWBS also.
4 Additional data, such as average inventory, is from a conversation with Jayson Kunzler on September 14,
2001.
4 QWBS number includes support for both ancillary and manufactured products as of September 12, 2001.
5 QWBS customer service level is "On-Time to Customer Request" metric, which was estimated per the
procedure explained in the appendix.
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3 INVENTORY MANAGEMENT MODEL
While the benchmark studies produced very useful data and generated many ideas for
improvement within QWBS, they did not provide definitive proof of whether particular
changes to procurement processes would yield positive results. Consequently, the second
major approach of this project consists of a detailed quantitative analysis of inventory
management at QWBS.
To perform the quantitative analysis, a model of the procurement and inventory
management system at QWBS was necessary. This chapter discusses the purpose of the
model and provides a description of the decision engine that underlies the model. In
addition, a description of the input data and the major tasks performed by the model are
presented.
3.1 Purpose of the Model
A model of procurement within QWBS was constructed for the purpose of answering two
basic questions:
1. How good are we doing?
2. How can we do better?
The first question was an effort to establish a base line performance for the two metrics
chosen at the beginning of the project, namely, inventory level and customer service. The
model was to be used to establish reasonable inventory and customer service levels given
business conditions at QWBS, such as supplier lead times and demand fluctuations.
Once a baseline was established, the second question asks whether policies and
procedures can be changed to improve the performance of QWBS procurement. Using
the model, new management policies could be tested quickly and vetted without
impacting the day-to-day procurement operations. The primary advantage of developing
a model is the ability to test policy changes off line at little or no cost and determine
which policies show enough promise to warrant further investigation.
The objective of the procurement system model was to develop better ordering policies
with regard to ordering frequency, size of orders, and other variables under
procurement's control. The model was also intended to formalize the tacit knowledge and
heuristics of the buyers and capture any processes that had proven successful in the past.
In addition, the model was designed to determine whether some of the repetitive tasks
performed by the buyers could be automated. An earlier procurement study showed that
at least 75% of the tasks performed by buyers could potentially be automated . The
model was intended to see whether this was the case.
3.2 Inventory Analysis
The benchmark study with Company Z and other previous research indicates that the
base stock model is a useful tool for determining the proper inventory level for an item
under certain conditions. As discussed in Chapter 1, the model is a well know inventory
From a presentation by Alison McCaffree called "Procurement Automation Strategy", December 13,
2001. The 75% number is based on an earlier work task breakdown study conducted in April of 2001.
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management tool that has been used successfully by many companies. The base stock
model was found to be the best available inventory analysis tool given the parameters of
the project. As a result, the crux of the inventory management model is the base stock
equation, used to make decisions on the level of inventory that should be held for each
item.
There are two forms of the base stock equation:
1. Continuous Review: The inventory level is continuously monitored. When the
inventory level falls below a certain reorder point, a fixed quantity is reordered.
Thus, the time between orders varies, but the size of the order is always the same.
2. Periodic Review: The inventory level is monitored at periodic intervals. At the
end of each ordering cycle a variable quantity is reordered. Thus, the time between
orders is constant, but the size of the order fluctuates.
The periodic form of the equation was chosen because buyers within QWBS procurement
generally reorder parts on a periodic basis, such as weekly. Also, any automated system
that was developed would be executed periodically. For instance, an automated system
might execute at the end of each business day or week.
The expression for the periodic form of the model is,
Cycle Stock Safety Stock
B =p(R +L)+Z fR+L (1)
where,
* B is the target level of inventory, including both inventory on-hand and inventory
on-order;
* x is the historic average daily demand for the item;
* c- is the standard deviation of the historic daily demand for the item;
" R is the review period in days, or the number of days between re-orders;
* L is the lead time of item in days; and
* Z is a value that determines the desired customer service level.
The base stock equation has two terms: (1) cycle stock; and (2) safety stock. The cycle
stock is the amount of inventory that must be held during the reorder period plus the lead
time of the part in order to service average daily demand. The safety stock is the amount
of inventory that needs to be held to buffer against daily demand fluctuations about the
average. A detailed description of the base stock equation, including all assumptions, is
available from multiple sources5 2,53. In addition, the next section discuss how well the
input data matches the assumptions of the model.
52 Graves, S.C., "Inventory Basics," lecture notes from 15.762 Operations Management Models and
Applications, Spring 2001.
5 Silva, E.A. Pyke, D.F., and Peterson, R., Inventory Management and Production Planning and
Scheduling, 3" Edition, John Wiley & Sons, New York, NY, 1998, pp. 237-252.
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Assuming normally distributed daily demand, the Z value determines the number of
standard deviations of protection that the safety stock will cover. The Z value
corresponds to a desired customer service level, where "customer service level" refers to
the probability that any given customer order can be filled from inventory on any given
day. Typical Z values and the corresponding customer service levels are shown in Table
3. For example, a Z value of 1.0 means safety stock protection of one standard deviation
above the average (pt), which corresponds to a customer service level of 84.1%.
Table 3. Typical Z values.
Z Value Customer Service Level
1.0 84.1%
1.2 88.5%
1.4 91.9%
1.6 94.5%
1.8 96.4%
2.0 97.7%
2.2 98.6%
2.4 99.2%
2.6 99.5%
2.8 99.7%
3.0 99.9%
A sample calculation for the base stock equation is provided in Appendix D. The
example also illustrates how the base stock equation accounts for different items that
have the same average demand but different variability of demand.
Equation 1 only accounts for uncertainty in demand and assumes that the supplier lead
time is deterministic (does not vary). However, in practice supplier lead times always
vary as shipments unexpectedly arrive late or early. To account for variability in both
demand and supply the following extended base stock equation can be used,
B = p(R + L)+Z .2(R±+ L)+ p2s2 (2)
where,
* s is the standard deviation of the supplier lead time.
53Again, a detailed derivation of the equation is available from multiple sources.
Equation 2 is provided for the sake of completeness. However, the inventory
management model that is described in following sections relies only on Equation 1 and
assumes that supplier lead time does not vary. Appendix F contains the data from a
sensitivity analysis of supplier lead time variation and explains why it was not necessary
to include supplier lead time variation in the model.
In general, the base stock equation is appropriate under only certain conditions. For
example, when daily demand is very unpredictable and forecasting is extremely difficult,
the base stock equation works very well. If demand forecasts are accurate, there is no
reason to employ the base stock model. Also, when a high customer service level is
desired, the base stock model is applicable.
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The QWBS ancillary items fit these criteria. Demand forecasts for these items have been
notoriously inaccurate. Also, a high customer service level is required to prevent a
masterpack from not shipping on time due to a missing cable, bracket, or some other
ancillary item.Thus, the base stock equation was chosen as the inventory decision engine
behind the inventory management model.
3.3 Description of Input Data
The inventory management model uses historic demand data to allow the user to test
different management policies for historic demand patterns. Input data for the inventory
management model was gathered from the PeopleSoft databases for the dates from
11/22/98 (when PeopleSoft was brought on-line at QWBS) through 6/29/01 (the end of
the third fiscal quarter at QWBS for FY01). Two sets of data are required by the model:
1. Daily demand for each item.
2. Properties specific to each item, such as lead time, cost, and replenishment class.
Table 4 shows a sample of the first set of data for four items. The part numbers for each
item are listed as the column headers. The number of items shipped on each business day
is contained in the cells of the table. For the ancillary study, there were 572 items and 676
business days.
Table 4. Sample daily demand data for inventory management model.
80-8466-1 10-2682-1 10-8435-3 65-30899-1
11/22/98 1
11/23/98 2 11 8 1
11/24/98 114 44
11/25/98 1 36 383
11/27/98
11/30/98 51 13
12/1/98 151 32 1
12/2/98 44 63 31
12/3/98 36 5 9
12/4/98 4 7
The daily demand data extracted from the PeopleSoft databases is actually the daily
shipment quantity for each item. Because of stock-outs and other problems, shipments are
occasionally missed, which means that daily shipment quantity is not equal to daily
customer demand for a given item. However, because customer service is relatively high
(93%), quantity shipped is approximately equal to customer demand (for a customer
service level of 100% they are exactly equal). In addition, actual customer demand data
was not available. Thus, the daily demand data is an approximation; however, it is an
accurate and unavoidable approximation.
A sample of the second type of input data required by the model is shown in Table 5,
which is a table containing the specific properties of each item.
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Table 5. Sample item property data for inventory management model5 4
Item Description Std Cost Lead Replen Class Buyer
80-8466-1 OUTDOOR UNIT MOUNT 4.30 10ss Gampon, Mark
10-2682-1 HOLSTER - DISPLAY UNIT 4.12 25 OBS Martindale, Mark
10-8435-3 TRAY MOUNT - SHORT 22.23 60 SSS Martindale, Mark
65-30899-1 PAGER SYSTEM - MCT 56.87 3 FCST Gampon, Mark
The safety stock portion of the base stock equation (in particular, the Z value) assumes a
normal distribution for the daily demand data. When the distribution of the demand for
individual ancillary items was examined, most items were reasonably represented by
either normal or Poisson distributions. For example, Figure 10 shows the distribution of
demand over lead time (lead time of 10 days) for a power cable made by Volex. The
distribution resembles a Poisson distribution with its long trailing tail. When expected
demand over lead time is greater than 20, a Poisson distribution can be treated as a
normal distribution (this is an approximation) 55. For those parts that exhibited Poisson
distributions, all were found to have demand over lead times greater than 20.
Daily Shipment Distribution for CV90-8548-20 (Volex Power Cable)
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Demand Over Lead Time (LT=1O days)
Figure 10. Daily shipment distribution for a sample ancillary item.
The vast majority of items examined followed either a normal or Poisson distribution that
could be approximated as normal. Of course, there were some items with extremely
unusual demand patterns that didn't follow any known distribution. However, these times
were relatively rare.
~"Item" is the part number. "Std Cost" is the standard cost of the item. "Lead" is the standard lead time for
the item from the vendor. "Replen Class" refers to the replenishment class (SS is safety stock, OBS is
obsolete, SSS is supplier safety stock, FCST is a forecasted item). "Buyer" is the employee who handles
the buy orders for this item.
* From emails exchanged with Steve Graves, Professor of Management, MIT, in early August 2001.
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3.4 Description of the Model
The inventory management model was written as an Excel Visual Basic simulation and is
composed of approximately 1,200 lines of visual basic code. A screen shot of the control
panel of the simulator is shown in Figure 11. A description of the purpose of each control
panel parameter is given in Appendix E. The complete code listing is too lengthy to be
included56.
| Rn1 3z Factor 3177177. .Service Level 99.9%
9/27/99 601
R epl~e n Ca
Ail.Al 0 300
T'Z
C No lass20
Figure 11. Screen shot of inventory management simulator.
The simulator uses the historic demand data described in the previous section and the
parameters from the control panel to simulate the ordering and inventory management
processes.
s nventry Shipments
Figure 12. Tracking of inventory by simulator.
As the simulator walks through the historic demand data for each item, it performs the
following tasks:
1. Add incoming deliveries to current inventory, as shown in Figure 12.
2. Subtract outgoing shipments from inventory, as shown in Figure 12.
3. If there is an inventory shortage, create and track a back order.
4. Calculate appropriate base stock inventory level.
5. Subtract current inventory on-hand and on-order.
56 The complete model is available at http://lfinsdm.mit.edu/lfmsdm/research.nsf/lfmthesis?openpage
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6. If the current day is a re-order day, place an order for the remainder from the
previous two steps.
7. Move to the next item and repeat.
For example, assume the current inventory for an item was 500 parts on-hand and 200
parts on-order. Based on historic demand over the last 60 business days, the base stock
equation suggests an inventory level of 1,000 parts. The simulator would then place an
order for 300 parts that would be added to inventory at the end of the lead time.
The simulator generates a variety of statistics including,
* Daily inventory levels for each part
* Daily customer service level for each part
The statistics can be accumulated to generate information on the inventory and customer
service metrics that would have occurred in the past, given the processes used by the
simulator. This data can be compared against historic data on these metrics to evaluate
different management processes.
A variety of assumptions were made when developing the inventory simulator in order to
keep the simulator as simple as possible. In addition, some assumptions are made in order
to make the simulator perform more closely to the real system, that is, the way in which
the buyers conduct order fulfillment and inventory management. Appendix F gives a full
description of the assumptions made by the simulator.
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4 RESULTS OF INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SIMULATOR
The results obtained from the inventory management simulator were the key driver of
this project. The simulator described in Chapter 3 was used to test a variety of different
management strategies and to show that an automated and formalized inventory
management system would have performed better than the existing manual system if it
had been in place during the past two fiscal years. This analysis provided the objective
motivation necessary to implement an automated inventory management system and
drive change within the organization.
This chapter describes the results obtained from the simulator for the two metrics chosen
for this project, i.e., inventory level and customer service level. Using these results, a cost
savings analysis is presented, which shows that a $240K yearly savings is possible with
an automated system, based on the past fiscal year. This result was used as motivation for
implementing the automated inventory management system discussed in Chapter 5.
The simulator was used to generate a variety of other important results that are also
described in this chapter. The simulator was used to determine if an automated system is
possible for managing another major component of inventory at QWBS, that is, the
inventory associated with the raw material used for the manufactured items. The
simulator was also used to perform a sensitivity analysis to understand which
management policies have the greatest impact on inventory levels. Also, QWBS has
chosen to provide same-day shipments to its customers. The simulator was used to
predict the inventory reductions that are possible if QWBS changes this policy and
implements lead-times for its products. Alternatively, possible cost reductions were
analyzed based on customer demand that is "smoothed" to reduce variation.
4.1 Inventory Levels and Customer Service
Using customer demand data for the past two fiscal years, a variety of parameter settings
were explored to test different management policies using the simulator. For the sake of
brevity, the detailed results of the many different parameter combinations that were tested
are not included, but are summarized later in the chapter. Rather, results for the
simulation on which the automated system was based are presented in detail. Specifically,
the following parameter settings were found to provide the best overall performance (a
combination of low inventory levels and high customer service) for an automated system:
" Review Period (R): once per business day.
" Desired Customer Service Level (Z): 99% (or Z=3.0).
" One fiscal quarter of demand history was used for the base stock calculation.
" An inventory cap of $1 00K per item, meaning that no more than $1 00K of
inventory is held for any one item. This parameter setting was suggested by the
ancillary buyers to avoid the risk of obsolescence and quality problems for
expensive items.
A comparison of the "real" system and the "model" (or simulator) was conducted using
the inventory and customer service metrics. A comparison of the month-end inventory
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levels for the real system versus the model is shown in Figure 13 for FY00 and FY01
(through the end of June 2001, after which the analysis was conducted).
Inventory Levels for Real versus Model
2- FY00 FY01 -
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Figure 13. Comparison of inventory levels for real versus model (ancillary).
For FY00, the inventory levels for the model and the real system are relatively similar.
Near the end of FY00 and throughout FY01 the inventory levels are quite different. In
particular, the average FY01 inventory levels were $1.7M and $1.OM for the real system
and the model, respectively. While the inventory levels for the model remain relatively
constant throughout both fiscal years, the real system experienced a dramatic increase in
inventory levels that was not brought back into check until May and June of 2001.
The reason for the increasing inventory levels of the real system is due to the demand
forecasts on which the buyers attempt to base their procurement decisions. As the
forecast accuracy dropped from 90% in the beginning of FY00 to approximately 55% in
FY0157 , buyers were continually ordering inventory to an optimistic demand forecast that
never materialized. The result was excessive inventory levels. However, the simulator did
not use demand forecasts to make procurement decisions, resulting in consistent
inventory levels throughout both fiscal years.
Figure 14 shows a comparison of the monthly customer service levels for the real system
and the model. Customer service data before January of 2000 was not available for the
real system so it is not shown on the graph. Despite the fact that the real system carried
on average 70% more inventory than the model for FY01, the average customer service
level for both the real system and the model is approximately the same (93% for the real
system and 94% for the model). This indicates that the excess inventory held by the real
system is not helping to improve customer service and is thus a waste of capital.
57 Conversation with Dan De Saegher, Manager of Product Forecasting, December 13, 2001. The large
drop in forecast accuracy for FY01 was due to over-optimistic sales forecasts in the face of falling customer
demand, which was caused by the economic recession of 2001.
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Customer Service Levels for Real versus Model
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Figure 14. Comparison of customer service levels for real versus model (ancillary).
Although the average customer service levels are roughly the same for FY01, the
customer service level for the real system fluctuates a great deal more than that of the
model. The non-uniform, manual inventory management practices of the real system
result in erratic customer service levels. In contrast, the formalized inventory
management practices of the model result in customer service levels that are much more
consistent on a month-to-month basis.
4.2 Cost Savings Analysis
The inventory management model performed better than the real system for both metrics.
The difference in performance can be quantified to estimate the annual cost savings that
would occur if the model were implemented as an automated procurement system. Based
on the most recent fiscal year's data (FY01), Table 6 shows the estimated yearly savings
using an automated procurement system based on the model.
The yearly savings can be broken into four categories:
1. Inventory Holding Costs. On average, the model held $700K less inventory for
FY01, which represents a yearly savings of $1 50K in inventory holding costs
using the QWBS variable holding cost rate of 22%.
2. Better Customer Service. The model also had slightly higher customer service than
the real system. Although higher customer service has value to QWBS, it is very
difficult to quantify.
3. Less Variation. The model also resulted in much less variation in inventory levels
and much more consistent ordering patterns than the real system. Again, this is
valuable to QWBS as it reduces variations in the supply chain, which results in
lower supplier costs. However, it is difficult to quantify the magnitude of the
savings.
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4. Improved Efficiency. An automated procurement system, represented by the
model, would reduce buyer/planner labor associated with the procurement process
by eliminating the need for constant manual micro-adjustments to the inventory
levels and delivery schedules. Using data from a previous study on the task
breakdown of a buyer/planner's job, the annual labor savings that would result
from an automated system was estimated to be $90K per year. Appendix G
describes the details of the labor savings calculation.
Table 6. Estimated annual savings using automated system.
Estimated Savings
- Inventory Holding Costs
- $700K in liberated capital $150K
- Variable Holding Cost Rate is 22%
- Better Customer Service
- Slightly higher customer service level $ ++
(93% vs 94%)
- Less Variation
- Model has less variations and more $ ++
consistent ordering patterns
- Improved Efficiency
- Reduce manual micro-adjustments $ 90K
- Automate ordering process
Total Yearly Savings*: $240K+
*For Ancillary parts only
The total yearly savings were estimated to be greater than $240K per year, which is very
significant for QWBS procurement. This cost savings analysis is the key result that drove
implementation of an automated procurement system that is based on the model.
4.3 Manufactured Items
After successfully demonstrating that an automated system could work successfully for
the procurement of ancillary items, the model was used to test whether similar results
could be obtained for the raw inventory used by the factory to manufacture the antenna
units (ACUs). Unfortunately, customer service data is not available for this inventory
because the factory is an internal customer of procurement. As a result, only inventory
levels could be compared. In addition, historic inventory levels for the real system were
only available for FY01 and the last month of FY00.
Figure 15 shows a comparison of month-end inventory levels for the real system and the
model (using the same parameter settings described in Section 4.1). For FY01, the real
system and model have inventory levels that are relatively similar, however the model
shows much less month-to-month variation. On average, the inventory level for the
model is about 10% lower than the real system.
This analysis shows that an automated procurement system could be extended beyond
only the ancillary items to include the raw factory inventory as well. However, ancillary
items were the primary focus of this project and the majority of results and analysis were
only conducted for ancillary items.
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Figure 15. Comparison of inventory levels for real versus model (raw items).
4.4 Inventory Reduction Options
The model indicates inventory levels may be reduced using a formalized and automated
procurement system founded on the base stock equation. To understand which parameters
of the base stock equation provide the most leverage for reducing ancillary inventory
levels at QWBS, the four input parameters of the base stock equation that can be
realistically altered by QWBS management were analyzed.
Table 7 shows the four parameters of the base stock equation along with the current value
of each parameter within QWBS. The "New Value" column shows what value each
parameter must be changed to in order to produce a 20% reduction in overall inventory
levels. A 20% reduction was chosen for analysis because it represented a realistic
inventory reduction goal. The last column, "Parts Affected", lists the number of ancillary
items that would be impacted by the change in parameter.
Table 7. Change required to reduce ancillary inventory levels by 20%58.
Parameter Current New Parts
Value Value Affected
R Reorder Period (days) 5 1 All
L Lead Time (days) <60 <3 30%
Z Cust. Service 93% 90% All
a j Demand Variability <8 <2 32%
As Table 7 shows, the current reorder rate of about once every five business days would
need to be changed to every day to produce the 20% reduction. This would mean that the
58 Demand variability is expressed as the standard deviation divided by the average.
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buyers would have to check the inventory level for every part each business day and
reorder if necessary. This is unrealistic within the framework of the current manual
system.
Another option would be to reduce supplier lead times. Currently supplier replenishment
lead times are less than 60 days. However, this would need to be changed to less than
three days, which would impact 30% of the items, to produce a 20% reduction. Such a
drastic reduction in supplier lead times would be very difficult and would require
significant work with suppliers.
Customer service could be reduced from its current level of 93% to 90%, but given that
the first priority of the QWBS division is customer service, this is not an acceptable
option. QWBS management indicated at the beginning of the project that any drop in the
customer service level was unacceptable.
Demand variability, expressed as standard deviation divided by the average, is currently
less than eight for all parts. Working with the sales group and QWBS customers to reduce
the variability of demand to less than two would effect 32% of the ancillary items and
would provide the 20% reduction in inventory. However, this option would require
widespread organizational support and customer training that is not realistic given the
division's historical focus on providing customer same-day-shipments.
Analyzing the changes required to have a significant impact on inventory levels
illustrated how difficult it is to reduce overall costs through inventory reductions alone. A
20% reduction in ancillary inventory levels would result in only a $75K holding cost
savings 5 9. All of the four options require a degree of effort or change that is not justified
by $75K. This analysis was a powerful argument for looking away from constantly trying
to reduce inventories and to instead examining ways to change internal business
processes in order to reduce costs. This provided more motivation for implementing an
automated procurement system that would significantly reduce labor.
4.5 Inventory Reductions for Build-To-Order
As discussed earlier, QWBS has chosen to provide its customers with same-day
shipments for their products. Because suppliers to QWBS have lead times ranging from
one to 110 days, QWBS is forced to hold an inventory buffer. However, if QWBS
changed its business model and moved toward a build-to-order strategy by providing
customers with lead times for products, the inventory buffer could be reduced. For
example, if QWBS implemented a policy of three-day lead times to customers, inventory
would not need to be held for any ancillary items with supplier lead times of three days or
less. For these items, just-in-time shipments could arrive at QWBS before the masterpack
is shipped to the customer.
Figure 16 shows an analysis of potential ancillary inventory reductions if customer order
lead times are implemented. The analysis assumes that an automated procurement system
similar to the model has been implemented for QWBS. The horizontal axis is the order
lead time for the customer. The left vertical axis is the inventory level in dollars and the
5 Average ancillary inventory levels for QWBS for FY01 were $1.7M. A reduction of 20% would be
$340K. Applying a variable holding cost rate of 20% yields a savings of $75K.
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22%.
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Figure 16. Potential inventory reductions due to customer order lead times.
For an order lead time of zero days (same-day shipments), there is no inventory reduction
or holding cost savings. As the order lead time is increased, a greater number of ancillary
items can be shipped from the supplier just-in-time, which results in an inventory
decrease. An order lead time of only three days for the customer would reduce ancillary
inventory levels by 50%, which would liberate $550K of capital and produce $122K in
annual savings. Additional savings would result for raw inventory held for the factory.
Once again, the model demonstrated a significant savings that could result from changes
in the QWBS business processes. Procurement management was very encouraged by this
data and is currently working with the sales group to investigate the possibility of
implementing order lead times.
4.6 Demand Smoothing
Ancillary items have a wide range of daily demand variation. The standard deviation of
daily demand for some items is as much as eight times the average daily demand.
However, the distribution of most items resembles a Normal distribution, as described
earlier. Items with standard deviations that are greater than twice the average are items
that were ordered only once or twice throughout their history. High demand variability
requires high inventory levels and complicates production planning and supplier delivery
scheduling. If demand variability can be limited, inventory holding costs as well as many
other production costs can be reduced.
Figure 17 shows an analysis of potential inventory reductions that could take place if
demand variability could be controlled. The horizontal axis is an artificial cap on the
variability of demand using the model. Variability is expressed as the standard deviation
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of the daily demand divided by the average daily demand for each ancillary item. The
vertical axis is the percentage reduction in total ancillary inventory levels.
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Figure 17. Potential inventory reductions due to demand smoothing.
Since all ancillary parts have a variability of less than eight, capping the variability at
eight produces no reduction in inventory. At the other end of the graph, setting the
variability cap to zero means that demand is ideal, i.e., demand is completely steady with
no variation. In the ideal case, inventory could be reduced by 62%.
Realistically, QWBS could implement a program with customers that could limit
variability to something between zero and eight. For example, if QWBS could work with
customers to ensure that all ancillary items had variability of less than two, inventory
could be reduced by 18%, which would save approximately $45K per year in holding
costs. However, this is a rather insignificant savings considering that the customer
demand for 185 ancillary items (about 32% of the total number of active items) would
need to be modified to achieve this savings.
During the time of this project, QWBS was attempting to implement Demand Flow
Technology, which has as one of its objectives creating demand variability boundaries
with customers and suppliers60. As a result, this analysis was very timely in that it
showed the relatively small impact that demand smoothing has on inventory levels.
60 Costanza, John R., The Quantum Leap in Speed to Market, John Costanza Institute of Technology, Inc.,
3 rd edition, 1996.
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5 IMPLEMENTATION AND LEADING CHANGE
Results from the analysis and modeling of the QWBS procurement process clearly show
that a formalized and automated procurement and inventory management system could
be implemented at QWBS and would result in:
1. Lower inventory levels;
2. Better customer service;
3. Less variation in inventory and customer service; and
4. Reduction of the effort associated with ordering and managing inventory.
Despite the improvements promised by an automated system, many organizational issues
needed to be overcome for implementation of the system to occur. The sales support
group had to be persuaded that customer service would not suffer under an entirely new
procurement system. The buyers, whose jobs were going to be automated, had to be
motivated to aid rather than obstruct the implementation process. Production and material
planners had to be persuaded that an automated system was reliable and would indeed
provide the necessary items on time. In short, the entire QWBS organization had to be
convinced that procurement automation could reduce operational costs and improve
profitability.
This chapter describes the process of leading the change initiative that resulted in the
implementation of an automated procurement system, called Automated Inventory
Management (AIM), based on the inventory management model discussed in the
previous two chapters. The AIM initiative is described using the framework of the MIT
Leadership Model, which separates a change initiative into six steps:61
1. Discovering the Organization
2. Building Relationships
3. Small Experiments
4. Creating a Vision
5. Innovation and Change
6. Refining and Leaming
The framework helps illustrate how momentum was built within the organization
throughout the change process. Interviews with people across the organization helped
build understanding of the organization and its dynamics. Relationships with key
individuals were built through conflict resolution and daily interaction. Small change
experiments developed momentum for creating a vision that propagated throughout the
organization and helped to secure resources needed for the project. Once an
implementation team was formed, the project moved forward quickly as innovative
solutions were found to work around obstacles. Throughout the process, the new system
was refined and improved. Finally, a detailed role out plan for the first year was created.
61 From lecture notes of the MIT Sloan course, "Leadership and Change in Organizations", taught by
Professor Deborah Ancona, MIT, January of 2001.
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5.1 Discovering the Organization
The most important part of the change process took place during the first two weeks of
the internship. During that time, I conducted one-on-one meetings with almost 30 people
across more than 10 groups within the QWBS organization. The interviews created two
important results:
* I gained an understanding of the culture, politics, values, and conflicts within the
organization.
0 The organization became aware of my presence and people across many different
groups became comfortable working with me.
The understanding I gained became very important for understanding how to introduce
change within the QWBS organization. In addition, "breaking the ice" with many people
across the organization initiated working relationships and helped people understand my
purpose. Virtually everyone within the organization was pleased to meet with me, and
many individuals offered any help they could provide during our first meeting. This was
very valuable when I needed to return to these people several months later to gather data
or secure their support for the AIM initiative.
5.1.1 Information Flow
Order fulfillment for ancillary items is primarily handled by two groups within QWBS:
procurement (buyers) and sales support. Figure 18 shows the flow of information through
the QWBS organization when a customer orders an ancillary item. The sales support
group receives customer orders from a variety of sources, such as field sales people,
customer calls, or the internet, and creates sales orders. The sales support group acts as an
internal advocate for the customer and makes sure that sales orders are filled and shipped
to the customer as quickly as possible.
The buyers within the procurement group order items for the QWBS suppliers based on
customer sales orders generated by the sales support group. Essentially, the buyers
convert sales orders into purchase orders that are sent to suppliers. The buyers act as
advocates for QWBS, tracking orders with suppliers and making sure items are delivered
to QWBS when needed. In addition, the buyers manage inventory levels and try to ensure
that there is an adequate supply of items available for immediate shipment to customers.
Customer Orde
Sales Support
Procurement
Supplier
Figure 18. Order Information Flow for QWBS.
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The sales support and procurement groups work very closely with each other on a daily
basis. Fulfillment of customer orders is constantly being negotiated between these two
groups when customer demands inevitably do not match the suppliers' abilities to deliver.
Negotiation occurs through multiple channels (email, phone, etc.) and often becomes
heated with frustration and misunderstanding in both groups, causing inefficiencies and
communication overhead.
5.1.2 Organization and Key Players
The frustration and misunderstanding are mainly due to the physical and organizational
separation of these two groups within QWBS. Figure 19 shows the portion of the QWBS
organizational chart that is relevant to the two groups. In addition to being separated near
the top of the organizational chart, the two groups are located in two different buildings
on the Qualcomm campus and rarely have face-to-face interaction.
Chris Woffe
President, QWBS
Susan Rile-Strauss Buddy Nelson
VP, Manufacturing VP, Finance & Administration
Gerald Goldstein Beverly Barton Mark Stull
Sr. Dir., Material Director, Sales Support Director, Finance
Alison McCaff ree Dan De Saegher
Manager, ProcurementMr Product Forecasting
Jim Anderson Procurement Group Sales Suppr
LFM Intern (Buyers) Group
Interaction Key Players
62Figure 19. Portion of QWBS Organizational Chart and Key Players
Although these groups rely on one another and work with each other on a daily basis, the
physical and organizational separation prolongs misunderstandings and reduces
efficiency in both groups.
Unfortunately, the formal structure of the organization hindered the project. Automating
the procurement process affects not only the procurement group, but also the sales
support group. Because there is such division between these groups, and the procurement
group initiated the project, significant effort was required to coordinate with the sales
support group and win their support. Had the groups not been divided physically and
organizationally, this task would have been much easier.
62 The QWBS organization as it existed in December of 2001 according to internal documentation.
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5.1.3 The Buyer's Job
Another hindrance was the nature of the buyer's job as it has been designed within
QWBS. Most of the tasks a buyer is involved in are very transactional or reactive.
Appendix G gives a full breakdown of how much time a buyer typically spends on
different tasks. Buyers convert sales orders to purchase orders and monitor the delivery
schedule. The process is very manually intensive. If any problems occur during the
process, the buyers react quickly to put out the fire. The job of a buyer involves very little
proactive work, such as looking for ways to make the process more efficient or finding
creative new methods of reducing effort.
Due to the nature of the buyer's job, it was sometimes difficult to convince the buyers to
help with a project that would automate so much of the transactional parts of their jobs.
The buyers were not accustomed to working on a project that was much more ambitious
than a simple incremental change. In addition, some of the buyers feared that successful
automation of the process could potentially put them out of a job. A significant portion of
my effort had to be devoted to educating the buyers on how the automated system
worked and why it was so important for QWBS.
5.1.4 Major Stakeholders
The initial support of each of the stakeholders for the AIM project is shown in Figure 20.
Of course the procurement group was almost always supportive, since they initiated the
project. The I.T. group was the only other group to immediately embrace the project.
Apparently, the main reason for this was the strategic focus of the project, which was
very different than the day-to-day bug fixes that the I.T. group usually works on.
Sales Support(-
1. T.(+
Procurement(+
Planners (-) Forecasting (-)
Manufacturing (-)
Note: (+) indicates for AIM; (-) indicates against AIM.
Figure 20. Major stakeholders and their initial support for the project.
The other major stakeholders initially did not support AIM. The sales support staff was
very concerned that any changes to the processes would mean lower inventory levels,
which would adversely affect customer service. The forecasting group was initially
opposed to AIM because it did not make use of the forecasts created by the group. The
planners were also initially opposed due to concerns that if an automated system were
ordering parts and managing inventory levels, there would be no human to react to
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sudden quality problems or part shortages. The manufacturing group had the same
concerns as the planners.
A significant portion of the project was devoted to selling the benefits of AIM and
convincing the various groups that it was indeed in everyone's best interest to move
forward with the project. Eventually, all of the groups shown in Figure 20 supported
implementation of the project, but it required communication and negotiation with each
stakeholder to gain a consensus.
5.1.5 Distribution of Political Power
The political environment within the QWBS group is dominated by the sales group.
Qualcomm does not consider itself a traditional manufacturing company and, according
to the CEO, Qualcomm expects to outsource its manufacturing operations within the near
future63 . As a result, the production group, including procurement, planning, and
manufacturing, has relatively little power within the QWBS organization, while the sales
group, including sales support, enjoys a much stronger voice.
The procurement group is hampered by this lack of political strength. According to one
of the buyers, "Procurement is always on the bottom of the totem pole." 64 The political
situation certainly impacted the AIM project, and meant that the sales support group
needed to be vigorously courted to secure their support.
5.2 Building Relationships
Building relationships with key people within the organization began as part of the one-
on-one meetings that I conducted during the first two weeks of the internship. However,
continuing to build relationships required daily interaction with the people who were
most important to the project's success.
5.2.1 Conflict Presents Opportunity to Build Relationships
A conflict between the procurement and sales support groups afforded an opportunity to
build relationships with key individuals within both groups early in the internship. The
two groups were having difficulties over the fulfillment of customer orders that involved
twelve items that were in short supply. Repeated shortages of these items were causing
delays in customer orders and frustrating the sales support group.
The director of procurement asked me to look into these twelve parts and report back to a
joint meeting of the two groups. I researched the ordering patterns and inventory
shortages over the previous months and found that a sudden increase in customer demand
for these parts was consistently exceeding the sales forecast and causing the shortages.
Since the buyers were ordering parts according to the forecast, the excessive demand was
causing repeated shortages.
Gathering the data and presenting the results of the analysis to the two groups provided
me the opportunity to work closely with two key individuals: the senior procurement
buyer (Connie Noble), and the most experienced sales support representative (Ed
Ducharme). Giving a clear and objective description of how the shortages occurred
63 From an interview with Irwin Jacobs, CEO of Qualcomm, on November 30, 2001.
64 Mark Gampon, QWBS Buyer, during a procurement staff meeting in September of 2001.
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convinced the sales support group that I was interested in improving the system, not just
advocating for the procurement group. Explaining how the buyers had done their best to
service the customer under difficult demand fluctuations convinced the senior buyer that I
could be very helpful to the buyers and recognized their effort. Winning the early support
and trust of both these individuals and groups was very important for laying the
groundwork for the future change initiative.
5.2.2 Building Relationships with the Buyers
It was critical to gain the support of the procurement buyers throughout the project. Their
support and help was needed to understand how the existing procurement processes
worked. In addition, as the project progressed I needed the answers to a massive number
of mundane questions, such as how to use the procurement computer system and how to
gather data. The buyers were the only people who could provide this help.
If handled incorrectly, the buyers could easily have come to view me as an outsider and a
threat to them and their jobs. They were in a position to seriously hinder the project and
prevent its success. I understood this and took every opportunity to work closely with the
buyers and give them as much credit as possible.
For example, when presenting AIM to various groups I referred to the base stock
equation (Equation 1 in Section 3.2), on which AIM is based, as the "Connie Equation". I
would explain that Connie, the senior buyer in procurement, would generally choose to
hold a level of inventory for a particular part that was very close to that of the base stock
equation. She had an uncanny ability to guesstimate the base stock equation based on her
experience. I explained that the equation was simply a mathematical representation of the
inventory decisions the buyers were already making manually. This helped explain the
model and made it easy to accept.
I was also careful to thank the buyers for their help and list their names at the beginning
of any presentation to management or other groups. I also made sure that management
was aware of the contributions of the buyers to the project. I did my best to show respect
for their experience and methods. Building the trust and respect of the buyers was one of
the most important tasks of the internship.
5.3 Small Experiments
Small experiments in change helped build confidence in the simulation model on which
the AIM system was founded as well as building a track record for the project and
myself. The experiments were an integral part of building momentum and creating buy-
in.
5.3.1 Using the Model to Change Minimum Quantities
One of the buyers, Mark Martindale, was having difficulty convincing the forecast
manager to allow him to reduce the minimum inventory on two items. Together the two
items accounted for over $60K in inventory, which provided over 80 days' worth of
supply. While Mark argued with the forecast manager about reducing inventory, pressure
was applied by management for Mark to reduce his inventory level.
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Using the analytical model on which the AIM system was founded, Mark and I showed
that inventory on these two parts could be cut by about 60% without negatively impacting
customer service. The reduction would reduce inventory levels by $36K. The analytical
results convinced the forecast manager that reducing inventory levels did not pose a risk.
Working with the buyers to help implement small change experiments such as this helped
build confidence in the AIM program and support for bigger change.
5.3.2 Conducting a Pilot Program
Before the AIM system was implemented, a simple pilot program was conducted to test
the system for two months on 17 items chosen by the buyers. Each week I met with the
buyers to decide how many items to order using the decision criteria of the AIM system.
The goal of the pilot program was to build confidence in the AIM project among the
buyers and the wider organization.
The customer service for the items within the pilot program was nearly perfect for two
months. In some cases the buyers refused to follow the recommendations of the AIM
model and followed their own intuition instead. These deviations from the model caused
low customer service and $55K in excess inventory. Appendix H shows the pilot program
results for October and November of 2001.
The results of the pilot program helped persuade the buyers and the rest of the
organization that the AIM system would be successful. The pilot program built broad
support for the initiative and helped the project secure the resources it needed for
implementation.
5.4 Creating a Vision
Using a combination of analytical results, benchmark results, and anecdotal evidence, the
need for an automated inventory management system with formalized decision criteria
was established. From this motivation and sense of urgency, a vision for an automated
procurement system was created and communicated to the organization using shared
cultural values.
5.4.1 Building Motivation for the Vision
Motivation was built by providing clear evidence that an automated system would
provide significant cost savings while keeping customer service levels high. The most
convincing evidence was provided by the results of the simulation model discussed in the
previous chapter. The benchmark results provided additional supporting evidence that
automation was the appropriate direction.
This was a very timely message. QWBS was under pressure to reduce expenses due to
the drop in revenue that the division experienced in FY01. The vision was created by
using input from many different groups, including the buyers, sales support, and
forecasting that was gathered during one-on-one meetings throughout the project.
Including these groups in creating the vision created a sense of ownership that helped
build support for the implementation.
One obstacle that I faced throughout the project was that AIM became known as "Jim's
Model" among the buyers. Although I tried to build a sense of ownership among the
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buyers by referring to the base stock equation as the "Connie Equation" and making sure
I recognized the contributions of the buyers, I could not eliminate the references to "Jim's
Model". In hindsight, I should have spent more time at the beginning of the internship
working directly with the buyers to develop the model together. Although the project still
succeeded, the model would have gained a deeper acceptance among the buyers.
5.4.2 Packaging the Vision
Customer service is the primary value within QWBS. Across the various groups that I
interacted with at QWBS, there was agreement that customer service was the top priority.
The basic assumption of the organization was that customer service means shipping an
order to a customer on the same day the order is received. The business model and
operational processes revolve around being able to provide customers with same-day-
shipments. This devotion to customer service has been cultivated by the sales group
within QWBS, which has used its political power to convince the organization that sales
will be lost if customer needs are not met immediately65.
Because customer service is an important cultural value, the AIM system was designed to
provide cost reduction while improving customer service. In this way, the AIM project
could be viewed as reinforcing the customer service value, which was very important to
selling the project within the organization.
When different QWBS groups were courted for support of AIM, any operational
improvements or cost reductions promised by the project were always accompanied by a
description of how customer service would also be improved. The AIM message
communicated across the organization was of a new system that "provides significant
cost reductions while improving customer service."6 By framing the message within the
context of the organization's most important shared cultural value, the message was not
viewed as revolutionary or dangerous.
In addition, AIM was designed to work within the existing business processes and I.T.
framework with minimal changes, which was emphasized repeatedly. The V.P. of
manufacturing remarked after one presentation that it was great to see the project
working within the existing QWBS framework and not requiring massive changes 67. The
packaging of the change message helped sell the message quickly across the
organization, which was very important to a project with a 6.5 month time line.
5.4.3 Propagating the Vision
Once the vision of an automated system was created it needed to be communicated across
the organization. Initially, I presented the vision and motivation to many different groups
and made the slides widely available electronically. As more people heard the message,
others picked up the vision and propagated the message themselves. Many other people
brought the message back to their own groups and presented the vision using the slides I
65 Interviews with many different QWBS employees across different levels and groups showed that the
primary value on which everyone was focused was customer service. Virtually all employees believed that
even a slight drop in customer service would have a significant negative impact on sales.
66 From presentation entitled, "Automated Inventory Management (AIM)," that was presented many times
to multiple groups across QWBS to gain support for AIM from September through December of 2001.
67 Discussing with Susan Rile-Strauss, VP of Manufacturing, after a presentation on September 17, 2001.
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had created. Having people other than myself present the vision made the process of
communicating to the organization much quicker.
5.5 Innovation and Change
As the vision took hold, resources were allocated and a team needed to be put together to
implement the change. Innovation was required to overcome obstacles to implementation
and to keep the process moving forward as quickly as possible. This was the most
enjoyable and hectic portion of the change initiative.
5.5.1 Creating a Team
A cross-functional implementation team that included me and people from procurement,
sales support, and I.T. was formed to write and review the formal specification of the
project. The I.T. staff would handle the actual implementation. Appendix I contains the
project schedule and key milestones. Initially, I formed and led the team, but I passed
leadership of the team to other members of the procurement and I.T. group as the end of
my internship approached.
5.5.2 Overcoming Obstacles
As the details of the implementation were hashed out, many obstacles needed to be
overcome and many decisions needed to be made. This required detailed tracking of the
issues and innovation to find creative solutions for the project, which kept it moving
quickly. For example, the existing procurement system contained an unused automation
system that needed to be evaluated for potential usefulness. We created a small sub team
to extract the most useful parts of the existing system and use it in the new system. This
reduced the development time by several weeks.
5.5.3 Changing the System
After the new AIM system was developed, extensive testing was needed before the
system was brought on line. Detailed testing plans were constructed to qualify the new
system that would be brought on line. The timeline for changing to the new system was
communicated to all impacted groups.
5.6 Refining and Learning
Switching from the old to the new system will take place over the course of an entire year
that began after my internship ended. The plan is to initially put the items that receive
relatively few orders on the system. If any problems develop, the AIM system will be
adjusted and refined with little impact to the business. As the system performs
successfully and confidence in the system increases, more parts will be added to the
system. Once a high degree of confidence in the system has been established, the high
usage parts can be added to the system for full implementation. A one-year detailed role-
out plan was developed and communicated.
Learning occurred at all stages of the project. As better methods for inventory
management were discovered, they were included in the model. For example, one of the
best suggestions from the buyers was to include an inventory dollar cap for each item.
This ensures that the dollar value of inventory for any particular part does not exceed a
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certain threshold, preventing large losses due to obsolescence or quality problems. This is
one of many inventory management methods that were learned during the project as a
greater number of people became involved. Key learnings were continually added to the
system for improvement throughout the project.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter summarizes the main conclusions that can be drawn from the benchmark
studies, the quantitative analysis, and the AIM implementation process. In addition, a
three-year strategic improvement plan, developed for the QWBS procurement group, is
outlined. The plan calls for organizational changes and increased automation that will
lead to significant cost savings in the future. The plan has already received initial
approval and is currently moving forward.
6.1 Benchmark Studies
Comparisons of the demand fluctuations experienced by Dell and QWBS showed that
QWBS experiences intra-quarter fluctuations that are far more severe than those of Dell.
Given the increase in manufacturing and shipping costs resulting from demand
fluctuation, QWBS should explore the possibility of reducing the severity of demand
spikes during the last three weeks of a fiscal quarter. Modifying the incentives of the
sales force to shift demand away from the end of the quarter, which is one of the methods
used by Dell to shape demand, may be one possible solution.
Benchmark comparisons of inventory holding costs showed that the 34% total holding
cost rate (22% variable rate) experienced by QWBS is slightly high, but not unusual.
However, the study did underscore the very high cost of obsolescence and rework that
QWBS experiences. Clearly, QWBS spends almost twice what other manufacturing firms
spend on dealing with these issues and should focus effort on implementing more
aggressive quality management programs to deal with this issue.
A side-by-side comparison of the operational statistics for the procurement groups of
QWBS and Company Z provided a clear indication that QWBS was expending a large
quantity of human resources to keep customer service levels high and inventory levels
low. The comparison indicated the need to improve the efficiency of procurement
employees by introducing tools to eliminate the manually intensive tasks handled by
buyers. Company Z's experience showed that a formalized inventory management
system based on the base stock model worked effectively for this type of situation.
6.2 Quantitative Analysis
Quantitative analysis using the simulation model illuminated many tradeoffs associated
with different inventory management methods. Some key conclusions for QWBS that can
be summarized from the analysis are:
I. Given data on historic demand patterns, order fulfillment and procurement
processes can be effectively modeled and simulated, allowing different
management tactics to be tested before implementation.
2. Inventory levels for the real system were approximately appropriate during FY00
according to the base stock equation on which the model is based. However,
inventory levels over the past fiscal year (FY01) have been unnecessarily high.
3. Forecast data is not needed for managing the inventory of items with at least 90
days of ordering history. In fact, using forecast data often leads to excess
inventories.
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4. Current methods of inventory management and order fulfillment are too manually
intensive and are non-uniform across different buyers.
5. Formalizing the process of ordering and inventory management leads to less
variation in inventory levels and customer service. This leads to tighter control of
the supply chain.
6. Significant cost reductions are best achieved through more efficient business
processes rather than inventory reductions.
7. Further significant inventory reductions require a change in the business model,
such as customer order lead times that would allow more build-to-order.
8. Inventory reductions via demand smoothing require very significant reductions in
demand variability that may not be practical.
The data and conclusions gathered from the simulator provided the objective motivation
needed to gain support for a change initiative and to implement the AIM system.
6.3 Implementation of AIM
Due to the strategic design of the organization, specifically, the complete physical and
organizational separation of the procurement and sales support group, a common ground
needed be established for the AIM project to be supported. The common ground was
provided by the shared cultural value of customer service. The AIM project was always
presented as improving customer service, because it was understood from the beginning
that this cultural value was agreed on by the entire organization. The cultural values of
the organization were used to overcome the strategic and political problems that would
have hindered acceptance of AIM.
The AIM project generally progressed smoothly with very few roadblocks. Looking back
over the project, at least one particular aspect could have been improved. The
procurement model on which the AIM system was based was developed primarily by my
manager and myself. As a result the model came to be know among the buyers as "Jim's
model". Ideally, the buyers should have been more involved in creating and designing the
model. This would have given them a greater sense of ownership and would have
quickened their acceptance of the model.
One aspect of the AIM project that should be replicated in any change initiative is the
wide range of one-on-one meetings that were conducted with individuals across the
organization. This was a very time intensive task and it would be tempting to skip it in
any new project. However, the benefits of these meetings are extremely significant and
far-reaching. Developing a thorough understanding of the culture, politics, and key
individuals within the organization at the launch of the project is invaluable.
6.4 Recommendations for the Future
A detailed three-year strategic plan was developed for the procurement group based on
continued automation of manual tasks, improved efficiency, and organizational change.
The plan begins in January 2002 and details a series of tasks and organizational changes
to take place over the next three years. The plan was communicated to multiple levels of
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management and has received strong support along with the resources necessary for
action. An outline of the plan follows.
There are two primary sources of cost in the current QWBS Procurement group:
1. Inventory Holding Cost: $2.6 million per year68
2. Labor Cost: $1.1 million per year69
Although holding costs are the larger of these two costs, analysis has shown that current
inventory levels are approximately appropriate and significant inventory reductions
would require a change in the QWBS business model (from build-to-stock to build-to-
order). However, a change in business model would be difficult and time consuming.
Reducing the second source of cost, labor costs, requires no change in the external
business model and would have a more significant affect on profitability. Labor costs can
be reduced through internal process changes including formalization and automation. It
has already been demonstrated that the task of inventory management can largely be
automated. The potential for cost savings through further efficiency improvements and
the attendant labor reductions is significant.
Given the potential cost savings, the goal of the three-year strategic plan is to improve
efficiency by automating repetitive tasks without negatively impacting inventory or
customer service levels. During Year 1 of the plan, AIM will be implemented for
ancillary parts. In addition, work will begin on an AIM system for raw factory inventory
and on an automated system for communicating long-term demand forecasts to suppliers.
Details of the first year are shown in Appendix J. The work will require a temporary
dedicated I.T. specialist and a buyer devoted to the project. These automation projects are
expected to yield a 30% labor reduction in the first year, which will translate to a $300K
70yearly savings
During Year 2 of the plan, full implementation of the automation projects begun in the
first year will finish. The procurement group will be adjusted to include only cross-
trained buyer/planners with the I.T. skills necessary to maintain and trouble shoot the
automated systems. Repetitive procurement tasks will have been eliminated, resulting in
a 60% labor reduction and $600K of yearly savings 70.
In Year 3 of the plan, automation of the front-end of the customer order process will
occur. In addition, the procurement and sales support groups will be combined into a
single cross-trained group that handles interaction with both the customers and the
suppliers. Figure 21 describes the proposed organizational change. Combining the sales
support and procurement groups will eliminate many of the inefficiencies and
misunderstandings that were discussed in the previous chapter. The change will eliminate
the delay of converting sales orders to purchase orders and will result in reduced
overhead. Also, increased demand visibility with suppliers will reduce information delays
6 Based on an inventory level of $12 million in October 2001 for FG Buy, FAT Raw, and CCA Raw and
the variable holding costs rate of 22% for QWBS.69Based on a fully burdened rate of about $1 00k per year per buyer/planner and $200k per year per
manager. QWBS Procurement included 9 buyer/planners and 1 manager as of 11/29/01.7( Anderson, James, "Procurement Strategy", presentation to QWBS management, November 26, 2001.
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in the supply chain. The changes are expected to create $1. 1M in yearly savings by the
third year 0 .
Web-based
Customer Orders Customer Orders
-------------- ------- I r- - - - - - -- i
Sales Support
Order Fulfillment
Procurement
Visibility
Supplier Automated Orders
with Suppliers
Figure 21. Organizational change recommended for QWBS.
The AIM project is just the first step in a wide variety of process improvements that are
possible within QWBS. By focusing I.T. resources on eliminating the large number of
repetitive transactional tasks that take place throughout the order fulfillment process,
significant savings are possible. The resources necessary for these improvements are
minimal and already exist within the QWBS organization. As a result, the three-year ROI
of this plan is expected to be roughly 150%71.
6.5 Conclusion
The findings and recommendations of this project were widely distributed within the
organization and were well accepted. Role out of the new AIM system is continuing and,
as of the end of January 2002, was proceeding successfully. Once implemented, the
system is expected to eliminate 32% of the manual tasks currently performed by the
buyers.
This change necessitates a redesign of the buyer's role. Currently, the procurement group
is attempting to add an individual with process improvement and I.T. skills to the group
that will focus on proactive improvements. Ideally, this will lead to the transition of the
buyer's role from executing transactions to more value-added tasks, such as improving
the AIM system and working with suppliers on long-term quality and lead-time
initiatives.
AIM is only the first step along a path of improving the speed and efficiency of customer
order fulfillment. Many additional organizational and process changes are possible within
the current system. Hopefully, the project has motivated other groups, such as sales
support, to examine their own processes for potential automation and efficiency
improvement.
71 McCaffree, Alison, "Procurement Automation Strategy", presentation to I.T. group, December 13, 2001.
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APPENDIX A. ASSEMBLY OF A MASTER PACK
A master pack includes everything needed to install an OmniTRACS system on a truck
cab. Master packs are assembled in Building X on the Qualcomm San Diego campus.
Ancillary parts from suppliers as well as manufactured parts from the production floor of
Building M are received through one dock while master packs and other products are
shipped from another dock, as shown in Figure 22.
Figure 22. Building X shipping and receiving7.
Ancillary parts are stored in kanbans and on racks in Building X until they are pulled.
Figure 23 shows the ancillary inventory that this project intended to reduce.
Figure 23. Ancillary inventory73 .
12 Photo of loading docks of Building X, December 13, 2001.
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Master packs are assembled next to the racks containing inventory. The master pack
assembly line is shown in Figure 24.
74Figure 24. Master pack assembly line
Shipping labels are attached before the systems are sent to customers, as shown in Figure
25. Most items are shipped within one or two days of the initial customer request.
Figure 25. Shipping master packs75.
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7 Photo of ancillary inventory in kanbans and on racks in Building X, December 13, 2001.
7 Photo of master pack assembly line next to inventory racks in Building X, December 13, 2001.
7 Photo of assembly line where shipping labels are attached to master packs in Building X, December 13,2001.
APPENDIX B. QWBS SUPPLY CHAIN
Figure 26 shows a diagram of the supply chain for QWBS. Initially, the project focused
on the ancillary supply chain, which is shown circled in the figure. In particular, the
primary focus was on the inventory for ancillary items, which is indicated by the red
arrow. Once the Automated Inventory Management (AIM) system proved successful for
the ancillary items, the system was tested for the raw inventory used by the production
floor as well (the green triangle before "Final Assembly & Test").
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Assemubly
-- - ------------- -~~ ~ Or e$3.4M $O der Ship |
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Figure 26. QWBS Supply Chain.
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APPENDIX C. ESTIMATION OF CUSTOMER SERVICE METRIC
Back-orders occur when the actual ship date is later than the committed ship date. An
order is "late to customer request" when the actual ship date is later than the customer's
original requested ship date. The original requested ship date is always the same or earlier
than the committed ship date. Thus, back-orders are a subset of the total orders that are
late to customer request.
Because the on-time to customer request metric is new, data did not exist for this metric
prior to October of 2001. However, data on the number of back orders was available back
to January of 2000. The goal was to estimate the historic performance of the new metric
from the existing back-order data.
The estimate is based on the assumption that the ratio of late-to-request orders to back-
orders is relatively constant on a month-to-month basis. This assumption was tested for
two fiscal months and found to reasonable, although only two months of data is not
enough to prove the validity of the estimate. However, only two months of data were
available at the time of the study.
The ratio of late-to-request orders to back-orders was found to be 1:3.7. This ratio was
applied to the back order data from January 2000 to September 2001 to estimate the on-
time to customer request metric. As of October of 2001 (when the new metric was
implemented), measured data, rather than estimated, was used for the new metric.
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APPENDIX D. BASE STOCK EXAMPLE
The example base stock calculation shown in Figure 27 illustrates how the model handles
variability of daily demand. Although both items have the same average daily demand,
lead time, review period, and Z value, the demand for Item 2 fluctuates much more than
that for Item 1. The more erratic demand fluctuations of Item 2 are accounted for in the
variability of daily demand. As a result the base stock equation holds more inventory for
Item 2 to buffer against the larger demand fluctuations.
Item 1 Item 2
Inputs
Average Daily Demand 100 100
Variability of Daily Demand 6.7 33.3
Normal Lead Time 2 2
Review Period 5 5
Desired Customer Service* 3 3
Output
Base Stock 753 965
*Note: Z=3 is 99% service level
Figure 27. Example base stock calculation.
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APPENDIX E. DESCRITION OF SIMULATOR CONTROL PANEL
The purpose of each of the control parameters of the inventory simulator is described in
Table 8. The various control parameters allowed a wide range of inventory management
methods to be tested quickly.
Table 8. Description of simulator control parameters.
Parameter Purpose
Run Name Allows the simulation output to be named.
Reorder Rate Number of business days between re-orders for items.
Service Level Z factor that represents the desired customer service level.
Start Date Date of the business day that the simulation will begin on.
Look Back Number of business days of historic demand used to calculate the
average daily demand and standard deviation of daily demand.
Lead Time All item lead times are multiplied by this factor. For example, to test
Factor the effect of reducing lead times by 50%, this factor is set to 0.5.
Replen Class Check box for each replenishment class to include in the simulation.
Selecting the "All" checkbox overrides all other boxes, which results
in all replenishment classes being included.
Minimal Number Inventory is not kept for any part with less than this number of orders
of Orders during the Look Back period. Setting it to zero means no minimal
number of orders and inventory is held for all parts with demand.
Maximum Lead Lead times greater than this parameter are truncated to this value. For
Time example, if a part has a lead time of 400 days and the Maximum Lead
Time parameter is set to 300 days, inventory calculations for the part
are carried out using 300 days.
Lead Time to Either the standard lead time or the best case (replenishment) lead
Use time can be used. Best lead time is more realistic, since standard lead
times are worst case, dry-pipe lead times.
No Inv. for BTO Check if no inventory should be held for buy-to-order parts.
No Inv. when Check if no inventory should be held once the part becomes obsolete.
OBS
Count BTO in Check if back orders for buy-to-order parts should be included in the
Back Orders total number of back orders reported by the simulator.
Initial Forecast Number of business days that are used for creating an initial forecast
Days for new parts. This helps to "load the pipe" for new parts. After the
initial forecast period has passed, ordering occurs using the regular
simulation process.
Use Shipment Use auxiliary shipment tables that are adjusted for demand
Adjustments smoothing. This option was not finished.
Inventory Maximum dollar value of inventory (per item). On-hand and on-order
Ceiling inventory are included. For example, if the ceiling is $IOOK and the
current inventory level for an item is $1 00K, no additional orders will
be issued for the item until the inventory level drops below $1 00K.
Start Simulation Starts the simulation engine.
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APPENDIX F. DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATOR ASSUMPTIONS
Lead times for the parts were assumed to be deterministic. QWBS did not track data on
supplier lead time, so this could not be added to the model. In addition, a sensitivity
analysis showed that even with as much as 50% lead time variation, inventory levels for
most items needed to be increased by only about 5% and customer service levels were
virtually unchanged. Figure 28 shows the percentage increase in inventory levels given a
range of supplier lead time variation. The relatively small impact of supplier lead time
variation on inventory levels is due to the fact that demand variation is much greater than
76
supply variation
Inventory Increase due to Supplier Lead Time Variation
(Ancillary Parts)
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Figure 28. Inventory increase due to supplier lead time variation.
The simulator does not hold inventory for parts with the replenishment class, "By to
Order" (BTO), since these parts are only ordered from the supplier when a customer has
ordered the parts. In addition, stock-outs for these items are not included in the customer
service number because sales administration employees generally work with customers to
place the orders for these parts in the future to allow for the lead times.
When a part becomes obsolete, all inventory for the part is moved to a category called
"'scrapped inventory" and is not included in the inventory statistics. This assumption is
based on the fact that when a part is expected to become obsolete, the buyers manage the
inventory down.
Demand forecast data is not used by the simulator because the data was not available and
was found to be unnecessary for the simulator. However, for new parts a synthetic
76 Demand variation for ancillary items was found to be 4.2x the average demand while supplier lead time
variation was estimated to be only 0.2x of nominal supplier lead times. The supplier lead time variation
estimate was based on anecdotal evidence from Mark Martindale, QWBS Buyer/planner, on December 6,
2001.
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forecast is generated by the simulator for the first 20 days of demand. After the first 20
days, inventory and ordering decisions are based on historical data only.
Minimum order quantities and order multiples are ignored by the simulator for two
reasons. First, the data was not readily available for all parts. Second, analysis showed
that including these factors would have complicated the simulator but would not have
materially affected the results generated by the simulator.
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APPENDIX G. LABOR SAVINGS USING AUTOMATED SYSTEM
The estimated cost savings using an automated procurement system for the QWBS
ancillary items is based on a task breakdown study of a buyer/planner's job that was
conducted in April of 2001 77. The task breakdown for a QWBS ancillary buyer is shown
in Table 9 in the column labeled "Time". Based on interviews with the ancillary buyers,
the amount of labor that could be eliminated using an automated system was estimated
and is listed in the column labeled "Redux". The resulting labor breakdown is listed in
the "New" column. For example, setting up purchase orders (task #1) was estimated by
the buyers to take up approximately 18.5% of their time. This is generally a very
manually intensive task that involves data entry and analysis of multiple reports to
determine an appropriate quantity to order. Based on interviews with the ancillary buyers,
it was estimated that the time spent on setting up purchase orders could be reduced to
25% of the original time using an automated system. The resulting labor effort would be
about 5%. Three other task categories were adjusted in the same manor based on buyer
input. The overall impact of automation was estimated to be a 32% labor savings (100% -
68% from the total line).
Using the fully burdened hourly rate of $34.50 supplied by QWBS finance along with the
total number of hours for FY01 and the number of buyers (4), the total original labor cost
was estimated at $282K. With automation, the new labor cost for ancillary buyers was
estimated at $192K, which represents a yearly savings of roughly $90K.
Table 9. Calculation of yearly labor savings using automated procurement system.
Hourly Rate $ 23.00
Burden Rate $ 34.50
Total Hours for FY01 2,048
Buyers 4
Total Cost $ 282,624
New Cost $ 192,184
Savings $ 90,440
Task Time Redux New
1 Setup POs 18.5% 25% 5%
2 Other (Projects/ Classes/ Meetings 14.0% 14%
3 Set up/ Update parts in System 13.0% 13%
4 manage delivery schedule 12.0% 25% 3%
5 material Receipt process 10.3% 10%
6 Contact supplier with requirements 9.3% 50% 5%
7 Establish Requirements 9.0% 50% 5%
8 NC & RMAs 6.0% 6%
9 Verify Receipt w/ warehouse or sup 4.3% 4%
10 Accts Payable Issues 1.5% 2%
11 Set up Offsite warehouse 1.0% 1%
12 Contact off site warehouse 0.8% 1%
13 Problem Receipt process 0.5% 1%
14 Accept a Carrier process 0.0% 0%
7otal 100.0% 68.0%
77 McCaffree, Alison, "Work Breakdown Study", April of 2001. The study was based on a survey of time
spent on different tasks by the QWBS buyers.
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APPENDix H. RESULTS OF AIM PILOT PROGRAM
Table 10 shows the results of the pilot program for October and November of 2001. The
list of parts in the pilot program is shown in Table 11. Two sets of results are shown in
Table 10: the results for all the parts in the program, and the results for only those parts in
which the AIM model was actually followed. The difference between the two sets of
results helped convince the organization that the AIM system would perform better than
the existing manual system.
Table 10. Pilot Program Results.
Pilot Program Results for Oct and Nov:
Table 11. List of Items in Pilot Program.
Item Description Buyer
62-52277-3 QTRACSIWIN SOFTWARE FOR UPGRAD Gampon, Mark
65-53684-1 DISPLAY UNIT (DU) KEYPAD REPAI Gampon, Mark
65-52334-1 PAGER ANTENNA KIT - 300 MHZ Gampon, Mark
65-53685-1 DU TOP CASE REPAIR KIT Gampon, Mark
65-53686-1 DU JP3 CONNECTOR REPAIR KIT Gampon, Mark
CV90-53152-1 DISPLAY UNIT DOMESTIC Garcia,Eddie
50-53966-1 HOLSTER - DISPLAY UNIT Martindale, Mark
65-53481-1 KIT,TRANSMITTER,TTRACS,UNIVERS Martindale, Mark
65-53481-2 KIT,TRANSMITTER,TTRACS,UNIVERS Martindale, Mark
CV90-52689-1 ENHANCED DISPLAY UNIT Martindale, Mark
CV90-6414-1 REMOTE MESSAGE WAITING LIGHT - Martindale, Mark
380-02319-0001 TIECABLE .19 X 7.4 WEATHER RE Martindale, Mark
-3734-1 KIT, INSTALL OMNIEXPRESS Noble, Constance
65-8643-1 ODU CABLE ACCESSORY KIT Noble, Constance
CV90-30253-8 DISPLAY UNIT CABLE - IMCT, D-S Noble, Constance
CV90-30796-8 DISPLAY UNIT JUMPER CABLE - D- Noble, Constance
CV90-53068-12C CABLE ASSY, MCT, ANT, ADJ GROM Noble, Constance
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Sep End
Extra Inventory $ (5,246) $ 164,625 $ 501w
All Parts: Inv % Difference from Target -4% 55% 23%
On-Time to Cust Request 95% 87%
E xtra Inventory $ (23,063) $7 7 $ (1,260)
Fol Inv % Difference from Target -41% 0% -2%
l On-Time to Cust Request 99% 98%
Nov EndOct End
APPENDIX I. PROJECT SCHEDULE AND MILESTONES
The duration of the project was 6.5 months, concluding on December 14 t, 2001. Table
12 shows the project schedule as of the mid point of the project.
Table 12. Project schedule.
Milestones Description Completion
Interviews Interview key individuals within the organization June '01
who will be impacted by the project.
Gather Data Gather historical shipment and inventory data for July '01
study.
Analyze Data Analyze historical data and develop ideas for July '01
potential solutions.
Create Model Create a model to simulate the impact of different August '01
inventory management policies. Use historical data
as input.
Benchmark Analysis Perform benchmark analysis comparing QWBS August '01
with other companies.
Report Initial Results Report initial results and findings to QWBS September
management. Get buy in for implementing '01
solutions.
Visit Customers Visit major customers to understand what is October '01
important to the customer and to understand the
source or demand patterns.
Pilot Program Conduct pilot program with buyers to test and October '01
refine new Automated Inventory Management
(AIM) system on small number of ancillary items.
Generalize Results Attempt to generalize results for ancillary November
inventory to the items that are purchased for the '01
manufactured systems.
Develop AIM Work with IT group to develop the AIM system November
within the existing IT framework. '01
Test AIM Test AIM system December '01
Launch AIM Launch the new AIM system. Plan the introduction December '01
transition for AIM.
Documentation Document all research and findings. December '01
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APPENDIX J. STRATEGIC PLAN FOR QWBS
Table 13 shows the milestones for the first year of the three-year strategic plan for the
QWBS procurement group. Based on the milestones, efficiency improvement equivalent
to three buyer/planner heads is anticipated by the end of the first year.
Table 13. Goals for Year One of 3-year strategic plan for QWBS procurement.
Quarter Goal Labor Redux (heads)
Q1 e 25% active ancillary parts on AIM 0.5Q Begin work on automation of loading pipe
* 50% active ancillary parts on AIM
Q2 * Launch automation of loading pipe 1.0
* Begin work on AIM for QBS
* 75% active ancillary parts on AIM
Q3 * 25% active ancillary parts on automated pipe 2.0
* Launch AIM for QBS
Q -100% active ancillary parts on AIM
Q4 * 50% active ancillary parts on automated pipe 3.0
* 25% of active QBS parts on AIM
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